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Rankin tours university
Presidential candidate calls UM a 'well-kept secret'
By Justin M.WoznIskl
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH E3IGNEY

SMILE — Dr. Mary Ann Rankin, current dean of
the College of Natural Sciences at the University
of Texas at Austin and UMaine presidential candidate, shared some of her experiences as an
administrator with UMaine students.

Dr. Mary Ann Rankin, a candidate in the presidential search at the University of Maine, addressed her
qualifications for the position with UMaine students on
Tuesday. The four presidential candidates have been
invited to Orono for a series of meetings with faculty,
staff, students and other members of the UMaine community.
The question and answer session was held as an
open forum for students to gain insight to Rankin's past
higher education experience and how, if selected, she
would benefit the university community and lead
UMaine to meet current goals.
Rankin addressed critical issues facing the next
president, which include increasing national visibility
and profile of the university, to measurably improve
campus diversity in both student admissions and faculty retention, and to guide and implement a strategic
planning process.
Rankin currently serves as the dean of the College
of Natural Sciences at the University of Texas at
Austin. Rankin stated that UMaine appealed to her
partly because ofthe great Natural Science,Agriculture
and Forestry department. The College of Natural
Sciences is the second-largest department at UTA,
according to Rankin.
"This is a well-kept secret," Rankin said, frierring
to UMaine and public education in Maine.
She said national visibility and knowledge of
UMaine needs to increase beyond state boundaries.
Rankin said that at UTA she has worked to
enhance academic programs and to advance with the
See RANKIN on Page 6

Stodder Commons
to close doors in May
By Pattie Barry
Copy Editor
It's early Wednesday afternoon
and the dining room is open at
Stodder Commons. Spring-slanted
sunlight streams through its large
windows as students trek in after
chatting on the lawn behind
Balentine Hall, or chasing a Frisbee
in front of Estabrooke. Though the
atmosphere may be light here as
finals week approaches, the most
popular commons on campus will be
closing its doors come May 6.
"This was the most difficult decision we had to make as a department.
Stodder is a popular commons," said
Dawn Aubrey, the project manager
for the strategic plan for Dining
Services.
The closing is part of a greater
plan for Dining Services, the request
of funding for which will be submitted to the board of trustees at its June
meeting. Currently Dining Services
is in the process of developing
requests for pniposal for several
architectural firms and friod facility
designers. Once the firms teethe the
requests, they will make presentations either later this spring or over
the summer to students and faculty,
Aubrey said.
"We're trying like heck to get it

done for spring," she said.
The proposal to the board will
present the conditions of Dining
Services terms to borrow a $20 million revenue bond, which will be
paid back through the revenue
earned at the commons.
"We have to provide the services
that the students want so that they
continue to use our service ... in the
most fiscally responsible way possible," she said.
The changes of service will constitute several dramatic changes in
both the facilities in which Dining
Services operates, the means by
which they deliver these services,
and the way students purchase the
services. One of the first changes
that students will see is the closing of
Stodder.
"I kind of had that sense that
maybe it would happen at some
time,"said Ken Violette,unit manager at Stodder Commons."It's good to
see that [Dining Services isl moving
ahead with future plans. though."
.11M1111)Jr,
Employee.
received final word last week that the
facility would be closing at the end of
the spring semester in order to
accommodate Catering Services
when they will be displaced from
See STODDER on Page 6

Orono mourns pope Student arrested for Bangor robbery
By Randy Perkins
For The Maine Campus
As hoards of faithful mourners gathered in the Vatican's St.
Peter's Square to pay tribute to
the late Pope John Paul II,
mourners from all around the
world prayed for a man who
President Bush called "a champion of human freedom."
Lying in St. Peter's Basilica,
faithful pay their respects to the
crimson draped pontiff as Swiss
Guards stand by. The Vatican
reported that close to a million
people flocked to St. Peter's
Square to catch one final
glimpse of the pope since he
passed away Saturday.
In his home country of
Poland, an estimated 200,000
people arrived for Mass in
Warsaw at the square where, in
1979, he rallied the country
against communist rule.
The streets of Rome were lit
by candles placed in windows
the
to
according
after,
phone
cell
a
Press,
ed
Associat
text message circulated the city
reading, "May they light up the
road to God for him, the way he
did for us."
At the University of Maine,
there haven't been the mass
gatherings that are being witnessed in Rome and Warsaw, but

By Ernest Scheyder
News Editor

"This is going to be done
through the U.S. Attorney's
office," said Bangor Police
Sgt. Paul Kenison.
On Monday morning, a 6foot white male walked into the
the
of
branch
Bangor
Union
Credit
University
dressed in a hooded hat. He
then handed the teller a note
that demandeg money. The
teller handed the subject the
funds, at which point the subject fled the scene on foot,
Kenison said. The amount of
money stolen is unknown at
this time.
Following a thorough investigation, police narrowed down
a list of subjects and began to
focus on Bell. A local arrest

A University of Maine student was arrested Tuesday
afternoon for the Monday
morning robbery of the
University Credit Union in
Bangor. The Bangor Police
Department arrested Steven W.
Bell, 19, of Bangor on Tuesday
afternoon on a federal arrest
warrant outside of his Ohio
Street apartment. The case is
being handled by federal
Pope John Paul II
authorities because the robthe Catholic student population bery happened at a bank
has come together to pay respect insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. No one
in various ways.
Student
in the bank was injured at the
Catholic
The
on time of the robbery.
forum
Association's
FirstClass offered discussions
and support for people to share
their thoughts and feelings on
his passing. Joel Simons, presiInsurance, to insure the event.
By Ernest Scheyder
dent of UMaine Hillel — the
"Over spring break, they
News Editor
Jewish organization on campus
us they would not be
informed
— offered his condolences to the
insurance," Hansen
our
renewing
will
readers of the folder previous to
Bumstock is on schedule and
said.
the
was
That
23.
the pope's death.
take place on April
The reason Cross gave Hansen's
"He is a good man who has message from Bumstock Director
done much to help Catholic- Liz Hansen Wednesday afternoon office arose from an April 26, 2004
in
Jewish relations. If he passes, it after weeks of uncertainty due to the article in The Maine Campus
large
a
that
reported
was
it
which
is way too soon," Simmons said. annual music venue's insurance carportion of the Bumstock audience
Student rier.
The
Catholic
Student was inebriated. Hansen said that
years,
past
Association also held a prayer
In
repeat
Government relied on Cross Cross did not want to risk and
year.
last
of
See POPE on Page 6
Insurance, doing business as K&K

warrant was
granted, and
paperthe
was
work
filed for a
federal warrant. Before
the - federal
warrant was
issued, Bell
seen
was
Bell
his
leaving
apartment and was arrested onsite by Bangor police, Kenison
said.
According to Kenison, robberies are not a common occurrence in the city of Bangor.
"The last time [we dealt
See ROBBERY on Page 4

Director:'Bumstock is happening'
"[Cross] took way to long to get
back to us," Hansen said."You can't
sign anything without insurance."
Now that the insurance question
has been settled, Hansen said her
office is pushing ahead full steam to
get the job done.
While no bands have been finalized thus far, ideas for potential acts
include Zox, The Murder Weapon,
Paranoid Social Club, and
See CONCERT on Page 2
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THLMAINE COMMUNITY
LAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, April 7, 2005
Candidate meeting
An open campus community
meeting with presidential candidate Robert Kennedy will be held
from 8:30 to 10 a.m. in the
Engineering,
Science
and
Research Building, Room 165. For
more information, contact Heidi
Carlow at 581-1512.
Open house
An open house for the New
University Forests Facility will be
held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. At
University Forests headquarters,
College Avenue extension. For
more information, contact Judy
Round at 581-3229.
Candidate meeting
An open student meeting with
Presidential candidate Robert
Kennedy will be held from 8:30 to
10 a.m. in Memorial Union multipurpose Room at 11:30 a.m. For
more information, contact Heidi
Carlow at 581-1512.
MPAC film
The film "Dr. Strangelove, Or:
How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb" will be held at
7 p.m. in 110 Little Hall. Discussion
will follow.

Student Art League Show
Reception at 11 a.m. For more
information, contact Holly Williams
on FirstClass.
Fish lecture
Speech titled "Biomarkers in
Fish as Indicators of PAH
Exposure: A Case Study from
Prince William Sound and the Gulf
of Alaska, 1999-2000," will be
given by David Page of Bowdoin
College as part of the BMMB
Hitchner Seminar Series. Lecture
will be held at 2:10 p.m. in 203
Hitchner Hall. For more information, contact Roseann Cochrane at
581-2815.
Saturday, Apr. 9, 2005
Karate tournament
The second annual University
of Maine Martial Arts Competition I
will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Lengyel Gym. For more informacontact
Man-Ching
tion,
Lee at 581-3407.
Hardware sale
A computer hardware sale will
take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the first floor of Neville Hall. For
more information contact 5813941
Sunday, April 10, 2005

Aerobic class
A toning class will be held at 4
p.m. in Lengyel Gym. For more
information, contact Thad Dwyer
on FirstClass.
Aerobic class
A pilates class will be held at
4:30 p.m. in Lengyei Gym. For
more information, contact Thad
Dwyer on FirstClass.
Friday, April 9, 2005
Aquacize class
An aquacize class will be held
in Memorial Gymnasium Wallace
Pool at 5:45 a.m. For more information, contact Thad Dwyer on
FirstClass.
Art show
The Bookstore will host a

CONCERT
From Page 1
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Skawbunga, among others. The
Bumstock budget is $50,000 this
year,and inflatables will not be making an appearance, Hansen said.
The DJ Tent will return this year
as well. It will be run by WMEB.
The station plans on keeping the
tent open the entire day, as opposed
to past years when it was only open
from 6 p.m. to the end of the festival.
"They still need to clear things
through our office," Hansen said.
According to Joshua Luce, vice
president
for
Student
Entertainment,Burnstock's fate was
only questioned briefly.
"[The insurance matter] was
completely out of our hands," Luce
said. "The chances of [Bumstock]
being canceled were very small."
The new insurance company
secured by I nee's office is Benemare Inc. For security, Student
Entertainment is switching from last
year's APS Security to Taylor Made
Security, Inc. of Saco.
"One of the greatest benefits of
going through them would be that
they could handle all areas of security, both inside and out of the actual event," Hansen said.
Also different from last year will
be the presence of vendors. While in
the past both private and student
vendors were allowed into the
event, this will not be the case this
year, according to Hansen. Instead,

Worship service
A contemporary nondemoninatonal worshop service will be held ,
at the Wilson Center at 6 p.m. For 1
,
more information, contact Rev.
limoth Sylvia at 866-4227 or on
FirstClass.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar are
free, and can be sent on FirstClass
to Diana McElwain or dropped aft
inThe Maine Campus office.
ed in the basement of Memorial
Union. Please include all the'
important information about y
event. Deadlines for submi
are 9 a.m. Sunday for M
publication and 9 a.m. W
for Thursday publication.
only will be given to events
she said she is looking into securing
University of Maine vending services, similar to those at football
games. This will allow students to
use their Dining Funds at the event.
Kate O'Brien, president of
Student Government, said that the
general student body was not
informed of the insurance issue
because it was not something they
should worry about.
"Why have a worry?" O'Brien
said. "Let us worry about that It's
[Student Entertainment's] job to.
The general student body doesn't
need to know about that"
"It's not as if we weren't actively looking for[an insurance replacement]," she said.
Hansen said that Cross Insurance
took over a month to inform her
office about something contained in
a year-old article. She explained that
she has been so aloof about answering questions regarding the event
due to the uncertainty of an insurance provider.
"The only people that knew
were on the Student Entertainment
Committee," she said, noting that
she did not want information to get
out until she could give the student
body solid answers. Now that the
insurance problem is settled,
Hansen noted that she hopes she can
focus more on preparing for the
event and less on defending what
she does.
"Some days I feel like I spend
more time explaining my actions
then doing my job," Hansen said.
— Aerin Raymond contributed
to this article.
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Man summonsed for urinating
in dorm room, burning ceiling
A man was issued a summons
following a situation in York
Hall 3 a.m. Friday. Officers
responded to a call for assistance
on the second floor of the hall.
Two residents of the same room
claimed that Zachary Croteau,
19, of Orono had entered their
room while they were sleeping.
They claimed that they woke up
and found him urinating in their
room. Urine was detected on the
bed and sheets. Officers went to
Croteau's room and found him
asleep in bed. His roommate
allowed the officers into the
room. Inside, a small smiley face
was seen burned into the ceiling
tiles above Croteau's bed. As a
result of the burning and urine,
Croteau was issued a summons
for criminal mischief.
Erratic driver summonsed
for possession of marijuana
Three women received summonses following a traffic stop
on Rangely Road 1:27 a.m.
Thursday, March 31. An officer
on patrol of Rangely Road
noticed a vehicle drifting over
the center line. The vehicle was
stopped and the driver was identified as Jessica Folder, 20, of
Orono. The officer asked to
search the vehicle and Folder
opened the trunk. The officer
immediately smelled marijuana
and searched the remainder of
the vehicle. A small marijuana
pipe was found in the center console. One of the passengers,
identified as Serena Gordon, 19,
of Orono produced a small glass
bong and a plastic baggie with
marijuana in it. Another passenger, identified as Jacintha
Houston, 20, of Orono, produced
a red case with a multi-colored
marijuana pipe in it. As a result,
all three women received summonses for possession of drug
paraphernalia. Gordon received a
second summons for possession
of a usable amount of marijuana.

POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Reporter
Intoxicated man arrested
for disorderly conduct after
trying to pick a fight
A man was arrested following
a series of events on Long Road
beginning 12:22 a.m. Friday. An
officer on patrol of the area
noticed an extremely intoxicated
male subject. The man,identified
as Ryan Flanagan, 18, of Orono
was apparently attempting to
start a fight with several people
as they passed him and the officer heard him scream obscenities
and racial slurs. The officer
stopped Flanagan and issued him
a warning for disorderly conduct.
He was informed that he would
be arrested if he continued acting
in this manner. While speaking to
him, the officer noticed Flanagan
was carrying three beers and thus
issued him a summons for possession of liquor by a minor. At
12:38 a.m., dispatch received a
phone call from Flanagan claiming that a man on a bike had tried
to punch him. The officer who
had confronted him earlier had
been watching him and witnessed nothing. He was told to
go straight home. A short while
later he called dispatch once
again and began screaming
obscenities at the dispatcher. The
officer asked him if he was on
the phone with dispatch, and he
stated no. He was arrested for
disorderly conduct and transported to Penobscot County Jail.
Man summonsed for providing liquor to a minor
Two people were issued summonses following a situation outside of Knox Hall 4:19 a.m.
Sunday, An officer patroling the

area noticed two subjects standing
outside the south entrance to the
hall holding open beer bottles. It
was determined that the man,
identified as Benjamin Lizanecz,
21, of Woolwich had supplied the
woman, identified' as Amanda
Brooks, 19, of Orono with the
beer. As a result, Lizanecz
received a summons for furnishing liquor to a minor. Brooks was
issued a summons for possession
of liquor by a minor.
UVAC comes to aid man
summonsed for possession
Two people were issued summonses and one taken to the hospital following a situation on
Flagstaff Road
2:29 a.m.
Saturday, An officer observed
five people walking on the road,
one of whom appeared extremely
intoxicated. One of the subjects
was seen throwing
what
appeared to be a cup and continue walking. The officer stopped
them and all five individuals
admitted to drinking. One of the
individuals was determined to be
a juvenile under 18. As they
spoke, one man in the group,
identified as Nicholas Fortin, 18,
of Falmouth dropped something
and bent over to pick it up. As he
leaned over, he fell flat on his
face and began bleeding from his
mouth. The officer contacted
University Volunteer Ambulance
Corps and issued him a summons
for possession of liquor *by a
minor by consumption. Another
man in the group, Alexander
Pike, 19, of Falmouth was also
issued a summons for possession
of liquor by a minor by consumption.

Hitting the mean streets of Orono, since 1875

Student Art League show!

Where: University
Doolcstore

When:April 744
vith the opening and
reception on April S
from Ifam-lpivs.

Ti
Matt Kearney
Style Editor
581-3061

The artwork °rested by the
members of the lltudent
Art League will be
displayed throughout the
store for your viewing
during regular Bookstore
hours.

eome to the
Opening on
April S and
meet the
artists!
Light
refreshments
will be served.
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'Real World'star Danny Roberts kicks off Pride Week
By Angela Flandaca
Staff Reporter
Approximately 250 University
of Maine students and community
members got a taste of what it's
like to be "Out in the Real World"
Monday night in 101 Neville Hall.
As part of the University of
Maine's Pride Week, MTV Real
World's 2000 New Orleans cast
member Danny Roberts spoke a
little about his Real World experience and more about what it's like
being gay in the military.
"I'm almost embarrassed to
have taken part in it [The Real
World] now when I watch the new
ones," Roberts said.
Roberts came out to his friends
during his four years of college at
the University of Georgia.
"I could've been vegetarian for
all they cared," Roberts said.
"They were really supportive."
Coming out to his parents was
another story.
"I wanted this catalyst to come
out to my family," Roberts said.
The catalyst was that he was
going to be leaving for the Real
World tapings in two weeks. He
told his parents that he was gay
Christmas Eve night. His mother
was supportive. His father had a
hard time accepting it. His brothers reacted as his friends did, as if
it was not a big deal.
"I think [my parents are] proud
of me in the end," Roberts said.
"They respect me and they support
me,because I am living my life the
way I want to and I have the
courage to do that."
Roberts met his current partner
73T five.'yedrs, Paul;""the Week

End

before Real World tapings began.
It was not the typical dating scene,
Paul was an officer in the U.S.
Army and the military does not
permit gays to serve. With Roberts
on the Real World and his every
moment being taped, the risk of
Paul losing his position in the military was high. It was a difficult
start to a relationship, according to
Roberts.
Paul's face was blurred when
he visited Roberts in New Orleans.
When the couple went to movies
they'd sit several seats apart. At
grocery stores, they would stand in
separate checkout lines. For more
than a year, they barely went out in
public together for fear of someone recognizing Paul and putting
two and two together: That he was
gay and in the military, according
to Roberts.
"...which is completely insane
in this day and age," Roberts said.
"We're bringing the freedom to
Iraq and our military has these
policies."
The secrecy reached a point
where Paul would refer to Roberts
as "Daniella," and when attending
CAMPUS PHOTO BY EMMA POPE WELCH
military dances he'd' take a girl HAVE PRIDE — Danny Roberts, a cast member from MTV's "Real World-New Orleans,"
friend and pretend to be engaged
on the
spoke to students Monday night about issues concerning gays. He focused mainly
to her, according to Roberts.
faced by gays in the military.
"That's how ridiculous it got. struggles
"You basically have no human believes it should be a right grantThat's how scary it got," Roberts ence to ask questions and to offer
in America if you're gay. ed to all individuals, and he doesrights
is
that
differing opinions, because
said.
why those opposed
Approximately two years after the way everyone will learn, he You can be fired if you're gay," n't understand
feel so strongly
marriage
gay
to
right
Roberts said. "It's not the
the show, Paul left the military. said.
is the big
"What
said,
he
it,
about
marriage."
gay
up
bring
Life for the couple has since been
"I think it's very important for time to
day to
this
to
have
I
Please,
fear?
the
not
it's
thinks
he
While
issues,"
a lot easier, according to Roberts.
us to talk about these
is] so
[marriage
If
.
ideal time to fight for gay marriage understand
"It's very, very un-American to Roberts said.
at 70
rate
divorce
the
why's
sacred,
has
Roberts also discussed gay rights, he said since the issue
give a right to one group and not to
to
going
gays
are
What
percent?
turnno
is
another. We're good at doing that," marriage — something he doesn't been brought forth there
personally
he
agree is the right thing for gays to ing back. While
Roberts said.
See PRIDE on Page 4
Roberts encouraged the audi-

be fighting for at this time, he said.

doesn't believe in marriage, he
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TODAY

Wilde Stein Alliance Open House
7-9pm. Walker Room, Memorial Union.
FRIDAY

Date Auction Fundraiser
6:30pm. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
SATURDAY

Free Food at all events!

Pride Dance & Drag Show
hosted by Miss Kitty Pride
8pm-12am. Stodder Commons.

For more information, call (207)581-1439
MIMI THE UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE

UMaine Pride Week is sponsored by Wilde Stein Alliance, Guest Lecture Series,

Student Government, Program Fund, GLBT & Allies Council, and Women in the Curriculum.
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do to it? What is it that's going to
happen to marriage?"
Audience members provided
the possible reasons of religion,
the government and the issue of
raising children.
Roberts referred to his friend
who was raised by two mothers
and claimed that while it's a tough
childhood it's not far off from
what children go through when
raised by straight families.
"I know for a fact that a person
can turn out just fine being raised
by two moms or two dads,"
Roberts said.
Gays are misrepresented almost
everywhere, but mostly among the
media, according to Roberts.
Roberts became a "token character" on the Real World New
Orleans. He was the "typical gay
guy," which helped him realize the
power of TV and media, he said.
"That show really glamorizes
the bad things that young people
do," Roberts said. "They take a
person and turn you into 5 percent
of what you are. How much reality can you get from 5 percent of a
person?"
Roberts said he does not regret
the experience because he learned
from it, and enjoyed the opportunity to teach others.
"For the first time, people
watching the show could relate to
me and others who are gay,"
Roberts said.
He received a lot of mail from
people who changed their views
about gays, and even some from
church leaders who saw something
positive in him and helped them
re-think their opinions, according
to Roberts.
Changing views is mostly what
he hopes to accomplish by talking
at universities, he said.
"It's about talking about the
misconceptions and clearing them
out," Roberts said. "This is just a
place to talk about these issues —
put our opinions out there, discuss
them and learn from them."
To educate the UMaine community was the purpose behind
this talk, sponsored by Wilde Stein
Alliance, Guest Lecture Series,
Student Government, Program
Fund, GLBT & Allies Council and

Women in the Curriculum.
"The hope is to offer the
University of Maine community
some opportunities they don't otherwise have," said Matthew Small,
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender (GLBT) Liaison to
By Maeghan Naimle
the Deans of Students.
working all week to prepare for together to build, design and plan
this weekend's events.
"It was important for the comtheir part of the show.
For The Maine Campus
munity to learn a lot of the same
"Our space is roughly 500
"The show helps promote our
messages that Wilde Stein is trying
With the snow melting and the square feet, and much time and program [Landscape Horticulture]
to get out from somebody who the grass emerging, many are turning effort went into deciding what we and gives us a lot of experience
straight community is open to," to thoughts of warmth and sun- would do for this year's show." we get learn in the classroom,"
said Shannon Perro, Wilde Stein shine. For one student group, the DiFrederico said. "It will include DiFrederico said. "The most
president and first-year biology weather brings some added mean- a stream and a pond, as well as enjoyable part of the whole expeand psychology student.
native plant material."
rience is meeting other professioning.
"This is the same message that
DiFrederico noted that club als in our industry and learning
The University of Maine's
many of us here at the university Horticulture Club will participate members have been hard at work something new."
deliver every day, but we don't in the 15th annual Bangor Garden on the design for the display since
There are going to be 17 differhave that celebrity status," Small Show from April 8 to 10 at the the winter, utilizing the Roger ent life-sized garden creations this
said.
year, and over 85 different venBangor Civic Center and Clap Greenhouses.
Perro said that this was the per- Auditorium.
"This way we have flowers for dors at the show. There will be a
fect event to kick off Pride Week.
The show is a production of the show to welcome spring," he live auction at the show, as well as
"With someone who's not as "Keep Bangor Beautiful," a non- said.
a window & container garden
popular and famous it's easier to profit organization dedicated to
He said the task was more competition.
St.
Joseph
ignore," Perro said. "When it's litter reduction, community recy- complicated than many people Healthcare will offer their $5,000
unavoidably visible it almost forces cling and the beautification of may think.
"Great Garden Giveaway," a
people to recognize that there are Bangor, according to its Web site.
"There is much more to a gar- three-day demonstration series
gay people and they are people."
The Garden Show is a place where den show than just the plants," he and the second annual "Door to
As Roberts opened his talk with many horticulture and gardening said. "We have plants all the way Door" Garden Club Competition.
the statement that probably 95 per- groups can express their green from Connecticut. It's a lot of There will be live musical entercent of the audience members thumb creatively in a number of hard work to build a display it tainment throughout the show, a
were females, Small agrees there life-size landscape displays.
takes a few nights till the wee Bangor Photo Competition, and a
most likely were people who
"We do a landscape display hours of the morning but we are judged flower show.
attended just to see a celebrity.
each year in the show," said Justin all very proud of what we do for
Tickets at the door are $3 for
"I'm OK with that, because my DiFrederico, president of the the club and to represent students and $8 for adults. Doors
hope is that those people who Horticulture Club. He said that UMaine," Mayer said.
are open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
came to see Danny Roberts this is his third year working the
The Horticulture Club consists Friday and Saturday and 10 a.m.
because he's a celebrity are the show and that his grouping will be of about 15 members that all work to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
ones more apt to listen to his message," Small said.
Changing views and celebrating
people's individuality is what Pride
Week is all about, according to
Small.
"It's saying, 'We're not going
to remain silent anymore, and
we're not going to continue to let
people marginalize us.' Pride represents that shift in philosophy,"
Small said. "It allows the GLBT
people to say that we're here and
we're part of society."
Remaining Pride Week events
include: Wilde Stein Alliance
Open House Thursday April 7
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Walker Room of Memorial
Union; a Date Auction Fundraiser
Friday April 8 at 6:30 p.m. in the
FFA Room of Memorial Union;
and a Pride Dance and Drag Show
Saturday April 9 from 8 p.m. to
Contact Melissa Armes
12 a.m. in Stodder Commons. For
more
visit
information
on FirstClass.
www.umaine.edu/glbt.

UMaine Horticulture Club set for
upcoming Bangor Garden Show

We'll Pay you up to $300
To Park Your CarHere
,r ea Time Offer

ROBBERY
From Page 1
with a robbery] was about three
years ago," Kenison said. "We
don't get a lot of bank robberies."
The case is now in the hands
of the FBI. Bell is being held at
Penobscot County Jail.
According to UMaine's
Office of Student Records, Bell
is currently enrolled as a student. He is not currently registered to attend this fall.
Bell is most likely to appear
in U.S. District Court, though a
date had not been set as of
press time.
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UCU Auto BuyBack Program
In just a few minutes, you could reduce your monthly payments and
your annual interest rate. PLUS we're paying you cash. . .
Cash Payout

Loan Amount

$100
$200
$300

1

Law Offices of Wayne R. Foote, PA
157 Park Street, Ste 24
Bangor, ME 04401

$5,000-10,000
$10,001-20,000
$20,001 & above
Rates as low as

/PARKING
l'\1,I

ow specialists

2.

I
(5
)

a%*
APR

Flexible Terms • Easy Application
_

So what are you waiting for?

Ask a UCU representative about refinancing your current auto loan
or financing your next purchase with UCU.

PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS
If you have been charged with a

DRINKING AND DRIVING OFFENSE

Apply online www.ucu.maine.edu

The Maine Campus
says you can be my
wingman any day.

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
The Way Financial Services Should Be
Orono

Portland

Bangor

800-696-8628

800-455-1906

866-875-5053

*2.99% Annual Percentage Rale is on new vehicles with tomb up 10 24 months including automatic payment
toms and eligibility requirement,
from iLIUm Checking account. Contact I ;CI for RIM information im
10 Chan
Mahout notax.
In-house retinanc
not cli ibk, RAW

Immediately
Call for a no charge Case Review
1877OUIMAINE.com
1(877)684-6246
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Now,
all your incoming
calls can be free.

•

(Even the 5 calls
from your girlfriend
in the last 20 minutes.)

when people are wasting your time, they're not wasting your money.

Unlimited CALL ME"Minutes
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• Send 250 Text messages
a month FREE for 2 months
• FREE Incoming Text Messages

39.95
per month

-

•,

LG VX6100 Camera Phone

GETUSC.COM
1-888-BUY-USCC

•
Cellular
*.U.S.
We connect with you-.

Illseenelngin the focal wiling area dale Alseemeng 250 mckage is $595 per month thereafter,$0.10 per outgoirp 'floatage beyond 250.**cell to cancel. Medd
Unindied CALL ME Mhos are not deducted horn packaged minutes and are only available
N Mid*amps* Wiled M an muty
lint is exceeded. Offer valid on two-yea'consumer service agreemerg on lo:d and tegbui piens ot113085 of
dicliape
existing
Or
selected
is
padiage
no
d
ineeeamem
applies
memo
per
$0.10
of
a(Awls
average denies and lanes at.$096 Federal arid Other Reoulatry charge applies.This M not a loot Ovantnent required dune.Locei netmqijedd00 actifeb:e do Ms eddrimed chides lee.Reemin9 charges,fees, aurchargee,
lerminelon fee.
apply. See sore tor details Limited tine offer 02005 U.S. Celeft Common.
may Lay.thmae mulcted up to the neat full mlnuM.tem of senice conelikdes acceptance ofour termsand conditions Other iestrichons
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commons, with a seating capacity of students fully until the complejust over a two hundred, was chosen tion of the semester. Though
to replace Wells Commons as the some students may have noticed
location for catering services because a change in menu, this is part of
From Page 1
of its size, said Aubrey. Stewart and the usual wind-down, said
Wells Commons once renovations of Hilltop, with multiple dining rooms Violette.
"Basically we'd be getting
in their facilities, can hold closer to
that facility commence next fall.
into normal shut-down mode
"I've been hearing rumors about 300 people.
With Stodder Commons closing anyway, when we would change
Stodder closing down for a while,"
come May, the remaining our menus to accommodate our
its
doors
said Dave Cherry, an employee of
Violette
said.
Stodder Commons. "It kind ofcame three facilities — York, Hilltop and inventory,"
as a surprise, the fact that we would- Stewart — will have to pick up the "Usually in the summer we move
n't have a job there next semester, increased patronage. In addition to to the other commons anyway."
The closing of Stodder's doors
and that it was really chasing down." the extra business, those commons
this
May is the first of several renwill
take
on
some
of
the
roles
that
Currently Stodder employs about
parovations
that are happening on
Stodder
Commons
had
filled
—
in
and
15
full-time
staff
40 students
members, plus managerial staff, ticular, that of Beans and Greens, the campus. Wells Commons will be
Violette said. Dining Services has vegetarian and vegan serving line. closing this spring as well in order
guaranteed the full-time employees Beans and Greens will move to York to accommodate renovations that
that they will not lose their positions and Stewart Commons, branching need to be done to the building.
and will transfer to other commons, out from just one location on campus In the spring of 2006, Hilltop will
in ortler to serve Dining Services' shut down for one year and rehe said.
"That was the guarantee that was mission to provide healthier food open in the fall of 2007. Wells
will re-open with a new face and
given: if anything would happen, options for students on campus.
we
will
reason
that
a
new mission come the spring of
"Part
of
the
they would not do that," he said.
Aubrey said that Dining Services move the Beans and Greens over 2007, she said.
"We have fantasies that
has kept positions open in other din- to Stewart is to accommodate the
ing facilities so that there will be athletes that live over in that quad [Wells] is going to open January
openings for the former employees who are desiring to eat more or February of 2007 but we're
allowing ourselves extra time,"
healthily," Aubrey said.
of Stodder to fill.
Despite concerns, Stodder Aubrey said.
"We have plenty of openings in
Commons is still in business as
For the fall of 2006 and the
existing facilities," she said.
continue
to
serve
will
spring
of 2007, there will be only
usual,
and
Stodder, the smallest of the four

two commons open on campus:
York and Stewart. In order to
accommodate students, dramatic
changes will be made to the
MarketPlace, as well as the convenience stores on campus,she said.
The South Side Market in

Stodder will stay open, and will
increase the selection of foods available there to accommodate that end
of campus,Aubrey said.
As for Stodder,its doors probably
won't ever re-open as a commons,
she said.

itself to anyone who might have
questions or issues about the
recent loss. Father Joe Koury of
the Newman Center said that
From Page 1
after the pope died there were no
for the Holy Father Saturday services dedicated to mourning
night in the Drummond Chapel, him; however, this weekend's
located on the third floor of the Mass will play a part of the
Roman Catholic's official nineMemorial Union.
Student Michael Servis said day mourning period following
he found it relatively easy to the death of the pope.
"The Saturday and Sunday
come to terms with the pope's
Masses will have prayer dedicatdeparture.
"The pope has touched the ed to him," Koury said, "After
hearts and souls of millions of us he passed away there was a
around the world. Many are very noticeable increase in attendance
sad about his death. He has suf- both here and at St. Mary's".
Koury said that the most popfered greatly and has done so
many great things for the world. ular quality about Pope John
For this reason I am not sad. His Paul II was that he loved to travsuffering has ended and I truly el and sincerely enjoyed being
believe in my heart that he is in with people and talking with
the hands of our Heavenly them wherever he traveled.
"He spoke eleven languages
Father," he said.
The Newman Center, the fluently, and if he was traveling
gathering place for the catholic to a country in which he did not
community at UMaine, offered know the language, he learned it

before he went there," Koury
said.
Unlike most other popes
before him, John Paul II did not
limit himself to the confines of
the Vatican, which increased the
international character of the
papacy.
Not only was he the first nonItalian pope elected since Dutch
Adrian VI in 1522, he was the
first pope to visit the United
States, the first pope to enter the
doors of a synagogue and a
mosque. He was the first pope
to avoid the secrecy of the
Vatican.
"Under no other pope would
the Vatican come out and say
that he was suffering from
Parkinson's disease," Koury
said. "After his attempted assassinations there were constant
updates on his health."
This characteristic behavior
added to the appeal that he
acquired after 26 years. He

wanted the Vatican to be more
involved in the world, rather
than isolate itself as it had previously. Koury highlighted that he
was outspoken on a variety of
issues involving abortion, capital punishment and war, and was
critical of communism as well as
capitalism.
He also worked very hard at
bridging the gaps between
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism.
He addressed the Hebrew
people as our brothers. During
his trip to Jerusalem in March of
2000, he visited the Wailing
Wall. There he prayed for forgiveness for the sufferings
caused to Jews by Christians.
And in May of 2001 he traveled
to Damascus, Syria to retrace the
footsteps of St. Paul, preaching
unity and reconciliation.
"The pope was a wonderful
human being; a righteous gentile, so to speak. He did much to
improve Jewish-Catholic rela-

tions. He implored peace upon
the Middle East. He was a good,
decent person and will be a hard
act to follow," Simmons said.
He was also renowned for his
ability to relate to the youth of
the world. He started World
Youth Day in 1986 as a day for
youth and young adults from
around the world gather to celebrate and practice and enrich
their faith, through a spiritual
pilgrimage to see the pope.
Koury said that even though
Pope John Paul II is no longer
with us, this event is still going
ahead as scheduled in Cologne,
Germany, but this World Youth
Day certainly will not be the
same without this pope.
"Whoever [the cardinals]
elect as pope will have some
very big shoes to fill," Koury
said. "Whether or not he will
continue in the same footsteps
as John Paul II we will soon
find out."

asset to UM, especially during this
time of financial concerns,"
Knowlton said.
Rankin said she assisted in
addressing the diversity issue at UTA through affirmative action and
equal opportunity plans for hiring
faculty. Regions and schools with
high minority populations were
encouraged to go to UT-A to broaden diversity within the student population.
"I've learned a lot about what
succeeds and what doesn't," Rankin
said. "Try to advertise. Maine could
be doing the same thing."
Rankin credits the strong UM
Study Abroad Program for offering
students the ability to experience
diversity and another culture through
education and travel.
"Try to get the word out about the
excellence of your own programs,"
she said..
For faculty recruitment, there
must be a strong focus on recruiting
women as well as minorities,according to Rankin.
She said faculty, administratior
and student connections are important to her, and stated that if you lose
touch with the students,then you lose
touch with the community.
"It is important for the president
to have contact with the students,"
Rankin said.
She said visibility to students is a

priority, and said she believes that
student and organizational contact
with administration is vital to effective management of student groups.
Rankin stated that student organizations are vital in fostering long-term
relationships, which is often reflected
in alumni relations.
Another student issue Rankin
addressed was the improvement of
the visibility of UM's graduate
school. Rankin spoke of the need to
strengthen the graduate student
body and make UM a stronger competitor with other Land Grant universities.
"Grad students are a high priority
for me," Rankin said."Grad students
are the heart of the research."
Rankin's meeting is the secondto-last question and answer forum
for students during the presidential
search. Rankin is one of four candidates selected by a 12-member
search committee, appointed by
Board of Trustees Chair Charles L.
Johnson III last fall. The additional three candidates for the position
are the Provost of the College of
William and Mary, Dr. P. Geoffery
Feiss, Provost and Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs at
the University of New Mexico, Dr.
Brian L. Foster and current UM
Interim President Dr. Robert A.
Kennedy. Kennedy's student meeting will take place on April 7.

STODDER

POPE

RANKIN
From Page 1
demanding changes and needs in
higher education, while striving to
continue providing students with the
greatest quality of life.
She said she participated in a program to improve overall education at
UT-A. She said the program benefited students by transforming education through the faculty. The program helped to remove lecture format teaching where interactive learning was essential to student progress.
Class sizes were reduced, lowering
the faculty-to-student ratio.
By transforming teaching to meet
student needs, more effective communication occurs in the classroom
and the students are empowered in
their education. Faculty members
also benefit through the best teaching
methods, according to Rankin.
"It has really been a tremendous
eye-opener for faculty," she said.
"Once it is working, it can be a really exciting working environment."
Rankin said she has strong budgeting and program funding experience. Amy Knowlton, a junior who
attended the meeting, noted that this
is an important skill.
Rankin's experience with
budgeting issues could be a valuable

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

HERE'S THE SCOOP — Alex Lehning, a third-year history
major, dishes out some food Tuesday evening at Stodder
Commons. Lehning says he is "crushed" that Stodder is
closing. "They're the only place to get decent vegetarian food
on campus. It sucks for the south side."

www.mainecampus.corn
It's back...

The Computer
Hardware Sale!
We're taking over the first floor
of Neville Hall to bring you
HUNDREDS of pieces of
computer related hardware.

Saturday, April 9th
From 10am to 4pm
Monitors, projectors, keyboards, mice, video
cards, servers, complete systems, RAM,token
ring adapters, ethernet cables, printers,
and a whole lot morel
Almost all of the Items are used
Most of them are untested
That means you can get them for cheap!
We'd prefer payments in cash.

Presented by the UMaine ACM
E-mail us at ACM a umit.maine.edu for more info.
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES

Senate votes to support federal education reform act
By Samantha White
For The Maine Campus
Several resolutions were brought
to the General Student Senate during
their meeting Tuesday night, many
of which caused some debate among
the members. They began by discussing a bill that would directly
affect students: an act to urge
Maine's Congressional Delegation to
support the Removing Impediments
to Students Education Act in the U.S,
House of Representatives and to
sponsor the equivalent bill in the
Senate.
Sen. Derrick Mitchell said that
although this law may not exclude
rapists and other violent actors, they
are being punished in other ways.
"A lot of time [other offenders
are] not getting financial aid because
they're in jail; they're not collecting
their Stafford Loans or Pell Grants.
This law does apply to them,just in
different ways," Mitchell said.
Sen. Heidi Wurpel said she doesn't view this law as even pertaining
to the use of drugs on campuses.
"This law hasn't reduced the
number of drug users on campus,"
she said.
She further explained that the law
would deny financial aid to people
who would otherwise go to college.
Sen. Jeff Bailey agreed with this
statement by reiterating the fact that
only 10 percent of repeat offenders

have higher education while people
lacking higher education make up 60
percent.
"I'm all for getting people
smarter," said Bailey.
This resolution passed.

"A lot of time
[other offenders] are
not gettingfinancial
aid because they're
in jail; they're not
collecting their
Stafford Loans or
Pell Grants."
Derek Mitchell
senator,
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
The next resolution was an act to
allocate $1,800 to REACH to send
10 students from the University of
Maine to Antom,Panama in May to
perform seven days of service. They
will be building a rice paddy with
local residents, which is a field that is
flooded in order to grow rice. They

had originally asked for $6,000 but
the amount was amended.
"This is not a luxury trip - we will
be staying in a hospital," said
REACH member Christie Nold.
She said the group needed money
for food because actual families in
the area would be cooking for them
during their stay. They are hoping to
raise $3,000 more berluse families
are in such poverty.
"These people can't even afford
to make a rice paddy themselves,
which means we'll be working hand
in hand with them to do this," Nold
said.
The resolution was amended to
raise the amount given to $3,500 the
reasoning behind it being that $1,800
was the ratio of money per student
that was taken from Alternative
Spring Break and applied to this trip.
Sen. Wurpel said this was because
plane tickets to Panama cost a lot
more money than plane tickets to
New York. The amendment was
passed,followed by the resolution.
The next resolution was an act to
allocate $4,000 to the men's rugby
team for travel,lodging,and new jerseys. Vice President Brigham
McNaughton was told by rugby
members that they literally had to
take off a jersey, sometimes even
with blood on it, and pass it on to the
next player. He said they have two
very prestigious tournaments in the
near future, including Beast of the

East, which is one of the biggest
Rugby tournaments in the world. He
said the new uniforms would also
make them look presentable at these
tournaments. This resolution also
passed.
A fourth resolution was an act to
urge the Maine Legislature to further
protect tenants' rights. As of late, if a

"This law hasn't
reduced the number
of drug users on
campus."
Heidi Wurpel
senator,
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences

landlord fails to repair a dangerous
condition on their property, the tenet
has the right to withhold $250 or half
the rent, whichever is greater. This
number has not increased since the
early 1990s, and due to inflation, this
number should have been raised long
ago. This bill would increase the
amount to $500. This resolution
passed.

A filth resolution also sparked
some debate, which was an act to
amend the UMaine Government
Financial Policies to raise the price
from $5.00 per meal for student
groups to $10.00. Sen. Adam
Kirkland said that different events
needed to be distinguished between
one another.
"There could be 20 students at an
etiquette dinner, or 250 students at a
leadership conference," Kirkland
said.
The amount was then amended
down to $7.00, and the resolution
passed.
The Senate also welcomed a
guest speaker, Timothy Leseige,
president of the Maine Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He talked
about setting up a JC at UMainc,
which would be one of the first 12
college JCs in the country. Lesiege
explained that it is a young persons
management and leadership development program.
"Students who want to make a
difference, who want to grown in
their community and who want to
get involved," are people who should
think about joining," he said.
Lesiege will be around campus
campaigning for this all this week.
The meeting ended with Sen.
Carmen Tatis announcing that she
.will be stepping down as a senator,
and giving thanks to all the senators
for making it a great experience.

The Maine Campus:
The best thing before sliced bread.

•
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Student Government is hosting an Earth Day
Mural competition. All students are invited
to submit the following:
-a sample of your proposed mural following the
theme of: "Every Day is Earth Day"
-examples of past artistic works

The winning artist will be provided with up to $1000
worth of supplies to paint their mural in the
Memorial Union.
All submissions should be dropped off at the
Information Booth on the main floor of Memorial
Union. The deadline for submissions is Monday,
April 11.
For more information, contact Sarah Bigney on FirstClass.

Don't blame
Bumstock
boozing on us
A weekend long college music
festival is hardly the epitome of
sobriety. Yet somehow, the insurance company that previously
insured Bumstock was surprised to
learn that students were arriving at
the festival intoxicated. The Maine
Campus was even cited as the reason the company refused to cover
the event, after reading about the
state of the attendants.
It doesn't take an article to figure
out that in a field full of college students, some have been and will be
under the influence. While an April
26, 2004 article described students
as possessing a "drunken dancing
passion," it was not the first time the
connection between booze and
music has been made.
According to founder Bruce
Gram, when Bumstock emerged on
the UMaine scene in 1972, it came
complete with 23 kegs. Alcohol is
hardly a new addition to the festivities. It was only in 1998 that the
Beer Tent officially left the festival.
Under the watchful eye and frisking
hands of Public Safety and other
security, the behavior of students is
under scrutiny regardless of whatever pre-gaming occur.

Not using
common sense
On May 6, Stockier Commons
will serve its last meal to students as
a commons. The doors there will
close,and renovations will begin that
will allow Catering Services to move
into the facilities. This is disappointing, as Stodder is in close proximity
to three residence halls and campus
consensus consistently points to it
being the best dining commons on
campus.
The Maine Campus encourages
Dining Services to research and
enact avenues to improve the quality
and efficiency of meal service to oncampus students. We can't but wonder, however, if the plan to move
from four to three commons,then to
two,and eventually four dining halls
is not the best approach. A project
such as the overhaul Dining Services
is approaching, with such a large
budget and far-reaching scope,
should have a more well-designed
mad map. Add the likely possibility
that plans and funding will change,
and that engineering and construction won't go as planned, and the
issue of reducing the number of
commons on campus doesn't seem
so trivial after all. We hope to see a
more concrete and effective plan for
all commonses, especially as it
relates to dining options on campus
during the Dining Services overhaul.

Letters to the editor
Letters to du: editor should be no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name, address, aca-
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"1 wish to make an
earnest call to cvervone.
ChrisLians and Clic
follov.'ers of other
rel gion 5, that we ‘vOrk
together to build a
‘,Nithout violence,
\vorld that loves lite
and grows in justice
and solidarity."

When I was a boy,I would often
watch television with my parents
and see this amazing man talking
with world leaders about everything from poverty to freedom. I
remember once I saw him in Cuba,
talking to Fidel Castro and challenging him to let the people of his
island nation live with liberty.
Now,here was this little old man
telling one of history's cruelest dictators to curb and amend his ways.
Even as a young child, I respected
and honored that man, Karol
Wojtyla,commonly known as Pope
John Paul II.
What the pope brought to
humanity was a sense of purpose
am, drive. You didn't feel so alone
when you saw him, and you didn't
focus on yourself or your petty
problems. How could you, when
one of the world's most powerful
men was also the humblest and

wisest ever?
I wasn't raised Roman Catholic,
but I grew up with a deep appreciation for the religion and its followers. My grandparents are devout
members of the denomination,
attending Mass on a regular basis
and actively participating in the
Church's activities. When visiting
them,I often go to services and witness their faith unfold before them.
Just sitting in the pews, you can feel
and witness it permeate the church.
And in no small part, John Paul II
guided and nurtured that faith for an

• Pope piece no joke
In all my years of reading the
rag that you call The Maine
Campus,I have never been more
disgusted or insulted as I am
regarding your editorial entitled
"My Hope: to be the next pope"
[The Maine Campus, April 4]. I
understand that Kearney has the
right to say whatever he wants

because he thinks he is a journalist, and thus is covered by the
First Amendment, but honestly,
he really crossed the line with
this article.
Millions of people around
the world are mourning the
death of a great man — a man
who was a champion of human
rights. Kearney calls his passing

"a glorious opportunity," to
basically make an ass of himself.
Kearney has no tact and no
consideration for people who
are really grieving in the wake
of their loss. He claims to have
visited the Vatican. If the
See LETTERS on Page 9

See WAR on Page 9
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Pope John Paul II: A legend
Late pontiff led Catholics during turbulent times
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organization over one billion
strong.
When I heard the news Saturday
that the Holy Father had gone to be
with his Holy Father, I bowed my
head in remembrance.It was a quiet
moment of reflection, not at all adequate to honor the man's life and
times. But at least it was something.
I think in our own lives, we can
learn a lot from Pope John Paul II;
we should strive to be like him in
thought, word and deed. No clearer
example can be found than in the
pontiffs reaction to the 1981 assassination attempt on his life. In that
year, Mehmet Ali Agca pulled out a
gun during a papal audience and
shot the pope, nearly killing him. It
is said if the bullet had strayed a
millimeter, John Paul II would been
assassinated. "In the designs of
See LEGEND on Page 9
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Families, soldiers
pay ultimate price

There is a damaging effect that
arises from all the reckless opinionating that surrounds sensitive issues
such as wars. Most of the articles
written in newspapers and online
revolve around whether or not the
United States should have entered
Iraq. They ask whether the fact that
no weapons of mass destruction
were found invalidates President
George W. Bush's justification for
war and wonder if the Iraqi's truly
are better off.
However, these viewpoints, and
I count myself among the guilty,
miss a vital point. Regardless of
one's beliefs about the president,
the war or even the "insidious" protesters, it is important to remember
that the troops are human beings
that are facing death every day and
hundreds of thousands that have
perished since the conflict's inception.
In the media's coverage of
"Operation Iraqi Freedom," we
continuously see commission
reports proclaiming Bush to be
blameless in the pre-war intelligence failures, while in essence
intimating that the CIA and FBI
made the decision to invade Iraq.
We see perspectives ranging from
how well the war is going, to much
of a disaster it has been thus far.
When it comes to those who have
made the ultimate sacrifice, we see
only statistics.
We need to remember that these
are people, both Iraqis and
Coalition soldiers, with families
and loved ones who will never see
their children again, never go fishing in that favorite spot, never kiss
their significant other under the
moonlit starry sky ever again. This
is often lost in the fray of the pointless bickering which radiates from
both sides.
It does not help that our president has not attended a single

john Paul TT

Editor in Chief Kristin Saunders

5748 Memorial Union

True cost
of war
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Think of how you would react if
someone pulled a gun on you in
class and shot you from across the
room. Would you want him or her
From Page 8
to bum in the fiery depths of hell,
Providence there are no mere coin- would you seek out revenge or
cidences," the pope once said. As would you rather seek to forgive?
humans, we would not be shocked
I don't mean to stand and
if the pope reacted in anger,or even preach; I'm by no stretch of the
hate towards Agca. But in 1983, imagination good at it. But, I can
John Paul II met privately with comment on the life and times of
Agca and forgave him for trying to one of the greatest popes ever. He
murder him in cold blood. I can't asked his parishioners to witness
imagine a better example of some- about their faith, something he did
one to emulate.
amazingly well as the most traveled
As college students, we're used pope in history. He spoke of the
to whining and complaining when value of human life, and stood
something doesn't go our way. I've strong in his stance against abortion
heard people complain about and euthanasia. He didn't merely
everything from the temperature of tell his followers how to live, he
soup in the commons to the evil showed them. And that, perhaps
Public Safety officers set to destroy more than anything else, is the
the world. And yet, all those petty greatest testament to Karol
things seem to fade away when you Wojtyla's life.
hold them up to John Paul H's act of
Ernest Scheyder is a junior
forgiveness.
English major.

LEGEND

WAR
From Page 8
funeral,or allowed a mother to take
one last picture of her son's casket,
draped in the American flag. Yet
Bush fmally took a step in the right
direction Monday, awarding the
first Medal of Honor — the military's highest honor for combat —
to a slain officer's son.
The story of Sgt. 1st Class Paul
Ray Smith is one of heroic measures:
Two years ago, as the Iraqi war
heated up, Smith was among the
main divisions preparing to bring
the fall of Baghdad. On April 4th,
2003, his unit, the 11th Engineer
B&illion, cane under tire unexpectedly from Saddam Hussein's
soldiers. Realizing that his men and
a nearby medical station were in
jeopardy, Sgt. Smith pulled himself
up through an opening in an
armored vehicle, exposing himself
from the waist up, and armed with
a machine gun, managed to hold off
oncoming
Republican
the
Gaurdsmen long enough to stall the
attack. According to reports, Smith
fired more than 300 rounds of
ammunition and saved countless
lives.
It is the act, more than the
action,that deserves attention. In all
likelihood, Smith knew he would
die, and ultimately he did. A bullet
to the head ended the life and career
of a military man who had served in
Bosnia and Operation Desert
Storm. It is difficult to imagine giv-

ing up one's own life in order to
save others, but that is just what
Smith knew he would do if given
the opportunity. In an unsent letter
to his parents found on his computer, he wrote, "There are two ways
to come home; walk off the plane
or be carried off. It doesn't matter
which, because I am prepared to
give all I am to ensure my boys
make it home."
During the ceremony at the
White House on Monday, the
human side of the war came into
full view. Sgt. Smith's widow held
the hand of his 18-year-old stepdaughter while Bush handed the
Medal of Honor to the fallen soldier's 11-year-old son, all of whom
have lost a hero, father and husband. The scene was, in all
respects, heartbreaking.
Stories such as this help remind
us that war is real, not just in dollars
spent or in political capital gained
or lost. Each soldier who has given
his or her life, as well as those who
risk it every day should be honored
by us, who are the benefactors of
their valor. Taking the focus away
from the politics of war — even
just for a little while — and placing
it upon those who live war would
be a helpful step in that direction.
It is important to debate the pro's
and con's of military action and to
hold our leaders accountable. Yet,
we must not lose sight of the most
significant cost ofwar, the lives it
takes and the lives it affects which
mean so much,but we hear so little
of.
MichaelRocque is a senior sociology major.

Also, it is somewhat concerning that the only article run
in Monday's edition regarding
Pope John Paul II's death was
From Page 8
Kearney's editorial, which
Vatican failed to impress you, makes a total mockery of the
then I would say you as a per- whole tragedy.
son — much like his horrifying
Mathy M. Matturro
editorial — have no heart.
Graduate History Student
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Learn to respect,celebrate differences
Pride Week an opportunity to enlighten oneself, others
What is this Pride Week crap
about anyhow? Straight people
don't have a pride week. I
began thinking about this question, but then I remembered, it
is OK to be different. That is
what makes this world interesting, right? Pride Week is a time
when the people of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
community band together to
celebrate their differences.
I wouldn't say that I'm proud
to be gay — as I wouldn't say
that I'm proud to be white. But
after nearly a decade of tearyeyed bedtime prayers begging
God to make me straight, I'm
finally proud to be different —
alongside others in my community.
However, I have a confession to make. Even in this small
community labeled abnormal
by society, there exist prejudices towards one another. The
thought of drag queens and
transgender people had always
made me uncomfortable, and
I'll admit the concepts of bisexuality and gay Republicanism

transgender person or suffer the
grief one might receive from
even the GLB community, let
alone that of the outgroup. I
have no right to believe that 1
know what's correct for anyone
but me. This is something we
all must understand about ourADVERTISING MANAGER selves.
Therefore, as I try my best to
still puzzle me. A few of my
gay friends would concur. It's embrace, or at least accept the
awful that I, already on the out- differences of others, I hope
skirts of social acceptance, that you will do the same — be
would have prejudice towards you gay straight, or otherwise.
another member of my own We can never truly call ourselves good people until we do
ostracized community.
I have come to accept that so, even if it means that we
everyone is different. Though must agree to disagree. It is
supporting George W. Bush, imperative that we remain
swinging both ways, putting on respectful to others, even if
pumps, donning a shiny they exhibit differences.
evening gown or having an
Oh, by the way — you can
operation to change my sex stop praying for me and my
may not be my cup of tea, that soul. Instead, I hope you'll pray
doesn't mean it's not for some- for the people who cannot
one else. I can only walk in my accept that our God made me a
little different than he made
own, smelly shoes.
Just as.a straight person will them.
never fully understand what it's
Aaron Skilling is a senior
like to be gay, I'll never truly advertising major trying to
understand what it's like to be a keep an open mind.

A sex change won't do you good
Gender reassignment surgery fails to alter one's mindset
For those of you out of the
loop, last month a University of
Maine student accepted a
Disney scholarship but ran into

mental illness. Local Gay,
Lesbian,
Bisexual
and
Transgender activist Matthew
Small says dot there is a debate

housing problems when "she"

within the tilUtaaladMIPOralleatabrat

informed them that she was
nity over whether their lifestyle
undergoing a sex-change operadeserves to be listed. Some
tion. Disney said the student,
trans folk, Small says, support
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS the listing because it allows
known as Claire, couldn't room
with a male or female in its folk envy customs and practices some gender reassignment
housing facilities, but gave her associated with the opposite operations to be covered by
the option to pay more money gender and fool themselves into insurance.
and to live alone. However, she thinking that they belong to that
The American public has
couldn't afford this. In January, group, despite rigid biological enough trouble with the high
a local benefit concert raised evidence that they do not. cost of health care without
over $1,200 for Claire's room Saying that having feminine adding such an expensive and
and board.
interests is enough to qualify as questionable medical proceDoes this mean the issue is female does not fight gender dure. Because of sex-change
over with now? Apparently not. roles, it reinforces them.
operations, resources which
There was an announcement on
Gender reassignments are could have gone to fighting lifethe Student Forum on FirstClass not done with a magic wand. threatening diseases are used to
protesting Disney when they They are an expensive form of give cosmetic changes to people
came to recruit more interns
who just don't feel comfortable
because it allows some gender
with their bodies.
Monday. Although the protest
With transgenderism, if two
"This is what hap- years
never happened, it does show
of therapy aren't enough
that some people on campus
to fix the problem, the incorrect
pens when people
think that Disney is guilty of
notion is accepted, and the
discrimination. I must respectpatient is pumped full of horcreate artificial
fully disagree with this notion.
mones and given plastic surDisney did not cancel
gery. All other forms of psychoClaire's internship. They said lifestyles and unleash
logical counseling try to correct
she needed to live alone. Disney
the problem, not cement it.
them on an unprehas a policy against males and
Transgendered people are
females living together in its
not monsters or perverts. They
housing facilities. Claire has
are confused beings and they
pared world."
brought a gray category into a
need help accepting their genrigid system, and wasn't happy
der, not hiding it behind wigs
Mike Hartwell,
with the result. This is what
and make-up.
The Maine Campus
happens when people create
It's very easy to throw words
artificial lifestyles and unleash
like "ignorance" and "discrimithem on an unprepared world.
genital mutilation that only nation" around when someone
Deon Q. Young, a columnist gives the appearance of belong- questions
your
lifestyle.
for queerlifenews.com, says ing to another gender and, However, no good will ever
that transgenderism is "about according to Young, usually come from giving validity to
dealing with the perception of cost between $30,000 and mistaken beliefs. We should all
one's self not matching one's $40,000. Other surgeries, rang- be glad that Claire was able to
body." Gay activists see it as ing from body hair removal to sort her housing troubles out
challenging gender roles.
sanding down facial bones, can with hblp from the UMaine
There's another way to look add up to an obscene amount of community, but there's no need
at it. Sociologists insist that money.
to vilify Disney for an unfortugender roles are created by culAmerican
Psychiatric nate situation they didn't create.
tures. They are not biologically Association currently lists
Michael Harnvell is a senior
programmed. Transgendered Gender Identity Disorder as a journalism major.
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MUSIC
The Frequency Penny for Lucy
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 7
Memorial Union
Free
Twisted Root
Friday, April 15
Ushuaia

ART
"Persian Impressions"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free
"Across the Sands of Time:
Art and Artifacts
from the Middle East"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free

THEATER
"Six Characters in Search of
an Author"
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 6
Hauck Auditorium

ENTERTAINMENT
CAB's Cruisin'
7 p.m.
Thursday, April 7
Aroostook Hall
Free
"Sky Odyssey"
7 p.m.
Friday, April 8
Wingate Hall
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, April 9
Memorial Union
Free
Super Bingo
8 p.m.
Monday, April 14
Memorial Union
Free
`60s Rock
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
Memorial Union
Free
Climbing Night
3 to 10 p.m.
Weekdays
MaineBound Outdoor
Education Center
$1

MOVIES
"Finding Neverland"
7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Friday, April 8
Bangor Room, Union
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
100 DPC
Free

BARS
College Night
,9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thurstays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like an event
posted on the Style Calendar,
contact Mall Kearney on
FirstClass.

An in-depth look into the world of eating disorders
through the eyes of twoformer anorexics
By Rachel Krautkremer
Staff Writer
hat would make a young woman
starve herself to the point that she
cannot get out of bed even to go to the
bathroom? What would make a young
man kneel before a toilet on a dirty bathroom floor,
fingers in his throat while stomach acid and partially digested food explode upwards, slowly corroding
his esophagus and teeth? Why would such habits
bring these people relief?
The answers are not what you think.
Eating disorders are complicated demons. Their
personalities come in dangerous forms, including
anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and the lesser
known binge eating disorder. They cannot be
explained by a mere desire to be thin. For as many
as 10 million American women and one million
American men, they are about control.
University of Maine student Sarah Kneeland
used anorexia to control her feelings of inadequacy.
The petite brunette was overweight for her age in
high school and constantly compared herself to girls
who she perceived as skinnier, more popular and
more outgoing. Depression contributed to low selfesteem, and at age 17, anorexia became her twisted
cure.
Anorexia nervosa is characterized by self-starvation and an intense fear of gaining weight. If left
untreated it can lead to hair and muscle loss, osteoporosis, heart and kidney failure or even death. The
mortality rate for this disorder is higher than that of
any other psychological ailment. Up to 20 percent
of anorexics die as a result of their disorder, and
only 50 percent report ever fully recovering.
Sarah understood the harm she was causing her
body but couldn't bring herself to change her eating

W

patterns. Eventually she lost track of how much
weight she was losing.
"Even though my family and friends and the
counselor who diagnosed me said I was losing too
much weight, it still didn't really sink in," she said.
"I had days when I couldn't get out of bed because I
was so tired. I had days when I couldn't get up to
go to the bathroom."
Her disorder grew worse her freshman year of
college with the added stress of being away from
home. The happiness she once felt from losing
weight was diminished by an inability to make the
numbers on the stale lower. It wasn't until Sarah's
mother confronted her increasingly emaciated
daughter during a visit home that she realized something had to change.
Mary Gatchell-Fenderson's realization came in a
doctor's office.
She is now a happy and healthy UMaine senior,
but at 16 things were different. Home-schooled,
Mary's only real access to other girls her age was
through ballet classes, where the strict dance culture
emphasized the importance of being thin. So when
the director pulled her aside and told her she needed
to watch herself because she was getting bigger than
the other girls, Mary turned to anorexia.
"Pretty much everyone within my group of
dancers had some form of disordered eating so it
wasn't different at all," she said.
Anorexia, and especially bulimia, can be common in dancers and athletes who feel pressure to
keep their weight down for the sake of performance.
Bulimia nervosa is characterized by out-of-control
eating binges followed by self-induced vomiting,
excessive exercise or laxative use, or other attempts
to purge the body of the calories the person has just
taken in. Health effects include tooth decay, inflammation or rupture of the esophagus from frequent

See DISORDER on Page 5
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GOLDON

CAVE PAINTING — Christopher Peary discusses details in the mural he painted in
Professor Wiech's basement.

Finding music within paint
He also spent hours pouring
eye-catching but serene mural
photos of the Altamira Cave,
over
keep
he
asked
wrap. The Wiecks
in mind Anatole's passion for the located in Cantabria, Spain, where
Music Professor Anatole violin and his wife's suggestions Maria, a UMaine lecturer in
Wieck and his wife Maria Tijan- of Spanish cave drawings, since Spanish, had seen the famous cave
Wieck found that the infusion of one wall in the room was still the drawings. The most interesting
part, he noted, was drawing the
violins, Spanish cave art and rock foundation for the house.
music which sprawled across two
major
journalism
senior
The
youthful artistic skill could turn a
the four walls.
of
after
sketch,
one
completed
only
a
into
room
dank corner basement
The score by Bach was chosen
immersing himself in books of
daydreamer's paradise.
violin
by Anatole, not just because it is a
"I am very impressed with Spanish cave drawings and
violin piece all violinists
famous
was
sketch
same
that
what has happened to this room," books, and
learn, but because of
eventually
exactly
as
Wiecks
the
by
revered
said Anatole, whirling in admiraits. penmanship.
of
history
Then
the
of.
thinking
were
they
what
pointedand
walls
tion of all four
"Bach's wife would write the
ly nodding toward senior Peary embarked on the five month
Christopher Peary. "All it took journey towards completion, fin- final copies of his music for him.
And she had such beautiful handiwas one sketch ... absolutely ishing in August of last year.
work — she would connect the
longer
no
projects
big
"Now
amazing."
with lines that showed its
notes
Peary.
said
daunting,"
so
seem
to
Peary
The Wiecks had asked
His previous experience in car- harmony, its essence, nothing like
design them a four-wall mural
design to encompass the nook tooning for Waterport's Soap what a computer could do these
they discovered in their recently Works and illustration design for days," said Anatole
Had it not been for violin,
purchased Bangor home. They the magazine "Echoes" was now
Peary
would have never met
paintmural
with
complimented
student
Peary's
were familiar with
artwork, which was recently dis- ing abilities, though he admits that Anatole when he patroned his faculty recitals.
played at the Senior Student it was not an easy project.
"That's what music does — it
holding
hours,
spend
"I would
Seminar in Carnegie Hall.
people together," said
brings
tryand
hand
my
in
violin
old
an
A year ago,Peary was commisMaria.
was
I
what
of
feel
the
get
to
ing
sioned by the Wiecks to transform
And so does art.
the space into a cozy study with an going to draw," he said.
By Suphatra Paravichal
For The Maine Campus

Chicken dinner, Thriftway-style
By Diana
McElwain

What's the worst thing that
could happen to a person struggling with a cooking addiction?
Being banned from the kitchen
while other people are cooking.
This is my current situation, as
my well-intentioned roommates
are forbidding me to leave my

room as they cook me a birthday
dinner. I can hear the sounds of
chopping, sauteing and the reading of ingredient lists. I am thinking how lucky they are, while
realizing how sad of a person I
am.
To compensate, I have decided
to try to recreate some of the
recipes I have recently made
when faced with the problem of
making an edible meal out of the
limited ingredients that can be
found at the gourmet market
known as Thriftway. The meat
selection there is surprisingly
good, so I went for chicken.
For this particular dish,

"Spinach and Ricotta Stuffed
Chicken," ask them to cut the
chicken in to cutlets. However,
the vegetable department isn't the
best, which makes the sweet
potatoes a safe but delicious
choice.
Spinach and Ricotta Stuffed
Chicken
4 chicken breast cutlets
1 package frozen spinach
2 cloves garlic
2 Tbs. olive oil
1 small container Ricotta
cheese
See DINNER on Page 13

The Bravery hit back at recent
suggestions from The Killers'
Brandon Flowers that the New
Yorkers have been riding on his
band's coattails.
Flowers recently said in an
interview: "Look at a band like
The Bravery. They're signed
because we're a band," but
speaking to San Francisco radio
station Live 105, The Bravery
have dismissed his claims.
Talking about Flowers, singer
Sam Endicott said,"The poor little guy, he's very scared. I mean
I feel bad talking bad about him
because it's like hitting a girl. It's
like picking on a kid in a wheelchair because he has no personality and no sense of humor at all.
So what can you say to that?"
Guitarist Michael Zacharin
added: "If you've seen them live
... they're incredibly boring.
They look like wax figures."
The Bravery also said they
had finished their debut album
before they'd even heard of The
Killers, so Flowers' claims were
bogus, before going on to take a
shot a Killer Mark Stoermer.
"There's the one guy whose
like nine feet tall. He looks like a
little Dutch girl with a beard,"
said Endicott of the bassist, "but
like a nine foot tall Dutch girl
like a mutant radioactive."

He continued: "I think that in
this moment of pain and prayer, a
concert should not be held in our
capital — with all due respect to
what others believe."
However, the band chose to
go ahead with the concert. A
statement read: "After consultation with local authorities, promoter Barley Arts decided the
concert should go ahead. [The]
band opened [the] concert with a
minute of silence."
System of a Down have
revealed details of their ambitious new albums.
"Mezmerize/Hypnotize" will
be released in two installments
over six months, with the first
half, "Mezmerize," out on May
American
16
through
Recordings-Columbia.
• Both albums were produced
by Rick Rubin along with guitarist Daron Malkian, who
explained the reasons behind
putting out a double set: "When
we started recording, we were
focused on making every song
the best it could be, to really give
a thousand percent to every sin-*
gle track.
"Doing a two-album set never
entered into our thought process.
But when we looked at all the
songs we had and arbitrarily tried
to choose 'the best' 14 for one
album, we realized that they all
connected with each other. We
didn't chase this idea, it chased
US.

Queen went ahead with a
show in Rome on April 4,despite
pleas from city officials to postpone the performance out of
respect for the pope.
Surviving members of the
classic rockers are currently on
tour with former Free singer Paul
Rodgers on vocals, and had a
show scheduled at Rome
Palalottomatica for the 4th.
But following the death of
Pope John Paul II over the weekend, Guido Bertolaso, the government-appointed commissioner for the city's funeral arrangements said that to go ahead with
the gig would be "in very bad
taste right now," reports the
BBC.

/tit_

Ryan Adams has confirmed
the track listing for his first
album of 2005.
Ryan Adams and The
Cardinals will release a double
album "Cold Roses" on May 3,
ahead of full-length solo releases from Adams later this year.
The Cardinals are credited as
guitarists JP Bowersock and
Cashdollar, bassist
Cindy
Catherine Popper and drummer
Brad Pemberton.
As previously reported,
Adams is set to tour North
America at the end of this
month before releasing albums
"Jacksonville" and "29" later
this year.
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Quebec City great for college
students, those on a budget
town are at the Auberge
Internationale de Quebec —
http://www.cisq.org. This hostel
Spring is upon us, and no offers accommodations ranging
doubt some of you are in the from eight, six and four-bed
same boat I am: sick of winter, dorm rooms to singles and dousick of sticking around here and bles with private baths. It's in an
definitely sick of the endless absolutely unbeatable location,
hours spent watching my room- on a side street right in the heart
mates play "Grand Theft Auto: of the Old City. There's a masSan Andreas." Unfortunately, I sive underground parking garage
am also out of money. What to just a few blocks away — ask for
do? For the most part, the world discounted parking passes at the
front desk of the hostel: You can
is beyond my wallet.
Enter Canada. Yes, our get them for $12 Canadian a day.
friendly neighbor to the north The Auberge recently underwent
offers much for the budget trav- a multi-million dollar renovation
eler. Just a five- or six-hour and expansion, and it shows.
drive from here is a wonderfully This is one of the most beautiful,
European-esque gem of a town, comfortable hostels I've stayed
full of Old World charm and
comfort that is easily accessible
even on a shoestring and a dime:
Quebec City.
Don't speak French? Don't
worry — they're officially bi-lingual and everybody speaks
English. Border crossings are no
worry as long as you don't create
trouble for yourself — answer
questions honestly and operate
on the assumption that your car
is going to be searched. It probably won't, but play it safe and
you'll have no problems. And
yes, the drinking age up there is
18, if it's enforced at all. Leave in. Dorm beds are $24 Canadian
worries about designated drivers for non-Hostelling International
at home: you can park your car members, $20 Canadian with an
for the duration of your stay and HI membership.
In the Lower City — "Basseeasily walk everywhere. Quebec
is one of the safest cities I know Ville" — at 46 Bld. Champlain,
— you can walk at night in most a convivial restaurant called Le
any part of town and you'll find Cochon Dingue — "The Crazy
Pig" — serves up the best breakyourself without worry.
The best accommodations in fast in town. Get yourself out of
By Steven J. Butterfield
Staff Writer

"...though the worst
you're likely toface
is a skeezy, sweaty,
persistent 40-yearold trying to grind
for all he's worth."

DISORDER
From Page 10
vomiting, chronic constipation
from laxative abuse and electrolyte imbalances that can cause
irregular heartbeats, heart failure
or death. This disorder frequently
appears on college campuses,
where men and women live in a
socially competitive environment.
It's often difficult for people
who have never experienced
bulimia to understand why someone would induce vomiting. Even
anorexics will view the process
as grotesque, but like starvation,
purging is about control.
The process goes something
like this: A person will restrict his
or her eating only to feel natural
pangs of hunger that worsen with
time. Finally they acknowledge it
by eating something — but it
doesn't stop there. Copious
amounts of high-calorie foods are
shoved into the mouth in an out
of control fury that ends with
intense feelings of guilt and
shame that are only relieved
when the person forces the food
out by vomiting. The painful and
exhausting process brings mental
relief, but only until the hunger
returns and the cycle repeats.
Bulimia is a very private
affliction but public cases include
that of the late Princess Diana,
who suffered from this disorder
for seven years, bingeing and

purging four or more times a day
on her honeymoon.
Engaging in frequent out-ofcontrol eating binges but not
purging afterwards is known as
binge eating disorder. This condition can lead to heart disease,
high cholesterol and blood pressure, diabetes and clinical obesity.
Anxiety and mood disorders
are often present in people with
anorexia, bulimia or binge eating
disorder. In Sarah's case, a mild
form of obsessive-compulsive
disorder contributed to her fixation with weight control.
Both Sarah and Mary are
recovered now and spoke about
their struggle in a program called
"Survivors Speak Out" last
month. Mary explained how
hypothyroidism caused her to add
40 pounds to her 5'8" frame in
two years. Her thyroid disorder
went undiagnosed until the summer after her freshman year at
college, when she told a doctor
about her weight gain despite eating nothing at all. It was then that
she realized she was anorexic.
The women described how
support from family and friends
helped them return to normal eating patterns. They had to let go of
the secrecy, the lies and the
avoiding of social settings where
food was present. "I already ate,"
or "I had a big lunch" were no
longer valid excuses. Now, when
the urge to relapse_strikes, they
think about how far they have
come and divert themselves with

bed at least one morning for
hearty, lazy meals of the freshest
fruit, homemade jams and
breads and steaming plates of
eggs and potatoes straight from
Quebecois farms. Whatever you
eat, make sure to wash it down
with the ridiculous hot chocolate, the most delicious I've ever
had.
Some of the most happening
places in the city make their
home on Rue St. Jean,just down
the hill from the Auberge. Have
a late lunch of exceptional soupe
a l'oignon gratinee — French
onion soup — and massive
stuffed crepes at Au Petit Coin
Breton. Just down the road are
two of the best bars in the city, le
Pub St. Alexandre — with over
50 single-malt scotches and 200
bottled beers, with twenty or so
on tap — and Le Pub St. Patrick,
an Irish pub with a fantastic
atmosphere and cheap brews.
Both offer decent if slightly
pricey pub grub.
If you're the clubbing type,
head for the infamous Chez
Dagobert, on the huge GrandeAllee outside of the city walls.
It's a three-story juggernaut with
a little bit of something for
everyone, the quintessential
European club experience: loud,
shadowy and boozy. Girls
should go in groups, or better
with a guy, though the worst
you're likely to face is a skeezy,
sweaty, persistent 40-year-old
trying to grind for all he's worth.
I can't say it's my favorite place,
but it's rightly famous for what it
is.
If you want a little culture,
activities or exercise.
"This year is the first year
where I've actually been happy
with the way that I am," says
Sarah. "I gained ten pounds last
semester and I don't care."
There is a variety of help
available to students on campus
who suffer from an eating disorder or would simply like more
information. Angela Fiandaca of
the Peer Eduacation Program and
April Bouiler of Cutler's
Counseling Center are both valuable resources who respect people's privacy.
This is college, however, and
students don't always eat on a
regular schedule. Sometimes
they let loose and binge all day.
Sometimes they're busy and eat
almost nothing at all. The difference between these patterns and
an eating disorder is that the latter is all-consuming. Still, if you
are constantly fixated on dieting
or if you exercise for hours without adequately nourishing yourself, you might want to question
what you're doing to your health.
Eating disorders may provide
temporary control over stress or
social pressure but in the long
run they cause nothing but harm.
Remembering all your positive
aspects is a key to overcoming
them.
"It sounds stupid," says
Sarah,"but every once in a while
I look in the mirror. I just stand
there and I tell myself, 'You're
beautiful; you're smart,' and it
helps."

PHOTO COURTESY STEVEN J. BUTTERFIELD

SNOW SWEPT STREETS — Quebec City's colorful scenery
and inexpensive activities make it a great destination for
UMaine Students.
don't miss the Musee de la
Civilisation. Just up the street
from the stairs linking Upper
and Lower Quebec, and in the
shadow of the ubiquitous
Chateau Frontenac — the massive former castle that now
serves as both the town's most
recognized landmark and its
largest hotel — the Musee
offers world-class exhibits on,

DINNER
From Page 12
1 egg
Salt and pepper
1 cup dry white wine
Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Defrost spinach and squeeze to
remove all water. Mince garlic
and saute it in 1 Tbs. olive oil for
two minutes, set aside. Mix
spinach, cheese, garlic and egg.
In a pan, lay out chicken cutlets.
Put a small mound of filling on
each cutlet and roll it up. Place it
seam down on the pan. Brush
chicken roll-ups with oil and season with salt and pepper. Pour
wine over chicken, and bake for
30 minutes, or until juices run
clear. Baste chicken with wine
every five to 10 minutes. Drizzle
over chicken when served.
Sweet Potato Oven Fries
2 large sweet potatoes
2 Tbs. olive oil
salt and pepper
1 tsp. oregano
Scrub the potatoes well, as the
skins are staying. With a sharp

well, the whole of civilization.
It's more fascinating than it
sounds, and a great way to
spend a rainy or chilly day —
the latter happen frequently in
Quebec.
No matter what you choose
to do or not to do, you'll have a
great time in Quebec. And if
you're anything like me, you'll
keep going back.
knife, cut them in half and then
into French fry-size strips, a bit
larger than the typical fast-food
size. Put strips in a roasting pan
and toss with oil, salt, pepper and
oregano. Roast in oven for 30
minutes or until browned, flipping them over when half way
done.
If Thriftway doesn't have
ricotta cheese, which it sometimes doesn't, small curd cottage
cheese can be substituted. Any
white wine, such as Pinot Grigio
will work; just don't get one that
is so cheap you would never
drink it. No Boones Farm, please.
This fantastic Thriftway meal
ends with a dessert that not only
can be bought there, but was
made while I was barred from the
kitchen. While it was devastating
to be left out of the process, it had
very tasty results.
Flav's Diet Coke Birthday
Cake
I box chocolate cake mix
I can Diet Coke
Prepare cake mix as instructed, replacing eggs, oil and water
with the diet soda. Bake as
directed. If you prefer vanilla
cake, use Sprite instead of Coke.

Tetdffl
Matt Kearney
Style Editor
581-3061

Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 19
The next two days are good for
gathering riches, valuables and
money. How you do this is not
specified, but it does not look
like more work is required.
Taurus
April 20 to May 20
Practice makes perfect and
increases self esteem, while
you polish your skills. Face up
to a tough situation, and be
confident. You'll come through
fine.
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BY BILLY O'KEEFE
AND YOU'RE ANNOUNCING
IT AS A GRAND ROMANTIC
GESTURE, WHICH
OF COURSE
HURTS THE
GRANDNESS
OF IT ALL.

Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
You're being tested on your
ability to use your common
sense. Don't for a minute
believe you're above all that.
Avoid embarrassment.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
The light at the end of the tunnel is becoming visible, much
to your delight. You don't have
to spend all your time on
household matters. Trust others to do their part.

rija

qve

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Buying or selling, you'll do best
now through private negotiations. Don't get rid of something that isn't yours, though.
That would lead to trouble.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Confide to a friend who's ready
to give you hugs as well as
praise. You've come through a
very difficult time. You've
earned some pampering.
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YEAH. PROBABLY SHOULDN'T MENTION
THE Z-FOR-1 COUPON THEN.

IT'S A HEART. I'M ASKING YOU TO
DINNER VIA A GRAND ROMANTIC GESTURE.
1
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Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Heed an older woman's advice.
She's learned to be thrifty, the
hard way. You don't have to
suffer that much. Just do what
she tells you.

"Quick!

Go!
Now's
your chance!

Scorpio
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Review what you've accomplished, and what is left to be
done. Check the budget, and
change the plans as necessary.
Celebrate.

Run!!"

Sagittarius
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Once you establish the habit,
the job won't bother you a bit.
You'll hardly even notice you're
doing it. Keep practicing.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Love is in the air, the forever
kind. That's your favorite. You
appreciate things that get better with age, not unlike yourself.
Aquarius
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Household chores and entertaining family take top priority
now. Schedule your private
romantic time for day after
tomorrow.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
An older person you know well
and admire can teach you a lot.
Start asking questions and
you'll be amazed at the treasures you have close at hand.
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"You're a nice guy, Floundy
but you kiss like a human."

CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Falling In Love
ATTENDING A BARBECUE
ATOP CAPTAIN RIBA/IAN'S
MEAT MARKET RESTAURANT,
A WOMAN LOSES
HER BALANCE!

by John Sprengelmeyer & Rich Davis

FORTUNATELY, AMERICA'S
MOST WANTED HERO
IS NEARBY!

I'LL
SAVE
YOU!
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What else have we lost?

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Actor Guinness
5 Subsides
9 Spread about
14 Sprint race
15 Member fees
16 Unpolished
17 Troubadour's
instrument
18 Relative of a
spritzer
20 Angry states
21 Over the hill
22 Francis or Dahl
23 Low tone
25 Barbara
Geddes
26 Downcast
27 Record label
29 Gullible dupes
33 Dressed like a
judge
36 Luigi's island
38 Op. (footnote
abbr.)
39 Conceited one
41 Actress Dietrich
43 It's c-c-c-cold!
44 Actress Della
46 Passover feast
47 Drain slowly
49 Jackie's second
50 Sentimental
drivel
51 Emigrant's subj.
53 Reading, as a
bar code
58 Carefree
61 Half a drum?
62 Leigh Hunt's
Ben Adhem"
63 Posh Beverly
Hills street
65 Invitation letters
66 Worship
67 This
on me!
68 Profound
69 Very cold
70 Penny
71 And nothing
more
DOWN
1 Improvise
2 Actress Dern
Park, CO
3
4 Box with four
knights?
5 Tim Burton film
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6 Constructed
7 Binges
8 NNW's
opposite
9 Make a basket
10 Fairy-tale
monsters
11 Dominate
12 Utopian garden
13 "Those
the
Days"
19 Secret doctrine
24 Low point
28 Show up

3Q Ser.yed
perfectly
31 Evergreen
32 Gang hangeron?
33 R.E. Lee's
troops
34 Grimm creature
35 Dullsville
denizen
36 Latin way
37 Burning crime
40 Securely closed
42 Actor DiCaprio

Solutions
A1N0
d 3 3 0
dASH

1N 3 0
a I 1 30
S 3 NO
3 HOGV
3A 1 1:100 3 CIOL1
noev
NO 1
3 1-1 1 1 18
ON 1 NNVOS
1 5 3
000
1 WV
d 3 3 S
H 3 a 3 5
3 S 3 3 H
HEI 9
3 N 3 1 LIVIAI
1 5 1 1 00 3
1 1 0
V1 0 5 1
0 3 8 OH
SdVS
VOH
aVS
1 3 0
3 lONSSV 0
s 3 a 1
3 1 H v
a 10
3 ..t. n0
tzl 3 1000 3 N IM
s3na
H S V
3anuo
0 3 1 V
S 9 9 3
M 3 El 1 5
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45 Vatican chapel
48 "Great" czar
50 Most plucky
52 Did a farrier's job
54 Witches'group
55 "Peer Gynt"
playwright

56 Original
57 Colorful
aquarium fish
58 Talk big
59 Mineral find
60 False god
64 Bird of myth
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So I killed him
with CI sword
anddrew this comic
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There's been a lot in the news
lately about death - Terry
Schiavo, the pope, and Johnny
Cochran have all kicked the
bucket in recent days and, as is
custom, people have been dis- Rambling
cussing the impact of each on
Fool
the world stage - which is
interesting
in
especially
By Benjamin Jarvela
Schiavo's case, since her death
was the only impact she ever
"My manager told me,
had on American consciousness.
There was another death, 'Mitch, don't use alcohol as a
however, that except for a brief crutch.' A crutch is something
mention on the student forum that helps you walk, alcohol is
and some minor press releases like the step I didn't see."
"When I was a kid, I was a
on the wire services went largely undetected. Last week, the paperboy. I was supposed to go
to 2,000 houses. Or two dumpworld lost Mitch Hedberg.
Those of you familiar with sters."
"I don't have a girlfriend. I
Hedberg just thought to yourselves, "Ah, yes. Very tragic." just know this lady who'd be
The rest of you, though, just really mad if she heard me say
thought to yourselves,"Who the that."
That's °about the gist of his
f*ck is Mitch Hedberg?"
Mitch Hedberg was a damn act and it couldn't have been
funny man, that's who he was. better. 45 minutes or so of short
Shame on you for not knowing. one liners and anecdotes withThe guy was on Letterman 10 out a segue to be seen for miles.
times and Comedy Central It was absolutely brilliant stuff.
Unfortunately, as seems to
about every 15 minutes. You
should now go to the blackboard be the case with a startling
and write, "I will stop being number of people who show
such a tool," 1,000 times. The true promise in the entertainchalk is over there; get crank- ment industry - and damn if
those aren't few and far
ing.
between
My personal
Hedberg died
introduction to
March 30 of
Hedberg came
apparent
an
one day after
heart failure.
my girlfriend
He was reportpicked me up
edly getting
from the airready for his
port. On a side
note, I'd like to
first HBO special. His drug
state publicly
use was well
that I am capaand
known
ble of demonrampant and
strating good
he even went
taste on my
so far as to ask
Mitch Hedberg
own.
Every
his audience
once in awhile,
1968-2005
drugs on a
for
any ways.
Heading out of D.C. on 1-95, few occasions.
That makes writing about his
she tosses his CD in and says,
"You have to hear this." The death difficult. Even the brief
ride is a long one, so whets the notices that were published
harm? I'd already listened to when the news broke seemed to
the new Backstreet Boys album have trouble dealing with the
fact that it's extremely difficult
twice on the plane anyways.
Two hours and about a half- to write about him and not
dozen near accidents later, we mention it but at the same time,
pulled into the driveway and my difficult to force yourself to say
sides hurt so much I can still anything that can even be perbarely breathe. The guy was ceived as negative about a guy
brilliant and just because I enjoy who was genuinely difficult not
violating copyright so much, to like. Anyone who is capable
here's some of his better one- of listening to this guy for more
than a minute or two and not
liners:
"When I was a boy, I used to laugh takes life way to seriouslie in my twin bed and wonder ly and needs to relax.
Life will continue on. Me,
where my brother was."
can
only hope that I'll someday
"Mr. Pibb is a replica of Dr.
Pepper, but it's a bullshit replica be as creative as he was - peobecause dude didn't even get his ple might actually read this
stuff then. In the midst of all
degree."
"I opened up a container of the "high profile" deaths lately
yogurt, and under the lid it said though, I think it's a good idea
'Please Try Again' because they to spend a minute remembering
were having a contest I was a man who didn't try to guide
unaware of. But I thought I your spiritual life, wasn't going
might have opened the yogurt to get you off the hook for a
wrong, or maybe Yoplait was double homicide and certainly
trying to inspire me. 'C'mon, didn't end his days as a politiMitchell, don't give up. Please cal tool. He just made you
try again.' A message of inspira- laugh. I wish there were more
tion from your friends at of them out there.
"I used to do drugs. I still
Yoplait. Fruit on the bottom,
do, but I used to, too."
hope on top."
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McCallie's Spartans fall short in NCAA title game
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer

Joanne McCallie's Michigan
State Spartans played in a
national championship game
Tuesday night. McCallie, the

Womens Basketball
former coach at the University
of Maine, led her team down an
improbable road to get there.
When she took over the
Spartans in 2000, McCallie
knew she had a chance to do
something special. After a losing season, an NIT appearance,
and two early round NCAA
tournament exits, all in her first
four years, McCallie finally
found the team she always
wanted.
Her fifth season at Michigan
State proved to be by far the
best season of her career. She
took her team, which includes
nine Michigan natives, to the
final four, the first trip by the
Spartans in program history.
To reach the final four
McCallie's team had to beat

Alcorn State, USC, Vanderbilt,
and Stanford. Ranked number
one in the nation going into the
tournament, head coach Tara
VanDerveer's Cardinal team
was favored to beat Michigan
State in the Elite Eight.
VanDerveer's team had not
played Michigan State since
1989, but she did have a matchup with McCallie's UMaine
Black Bears in 1998, when the
two teams met in the first
round of the NCAA tournament. The 10-seeded Black
Bears beat the seven-seeded
Cardinal 60-58.
Stanford again fell to
McCallie's club, this time 7669, with a trip to the final four
on the line.
After defeating Stanford, the
Spartans faced Tennessee in
the final four. The Lady Vols,
who are known for having one
of the best programs in the
country, held a 16 point lead
with over 14 minutes to play.
Led by the all-time wins leader
in college basketball history,
head coach Pat Summit; the
Lady Vols seemed destined to

reach yet another national title
game.
McCallie's club did not give
up. They fought back and slow-

"In the long run,
their players are
going to look back
that they were part
of the greatest team
ever at Michigan
State."
Kim Mulkey-Robertson
Baylor women's basketball
head coach
ly got back in the game. With
two late steals the Spartans, led
by senior Kristen Haynie and
junior Liz Shimek, completed
their comeback and defeated
Tennessee 68-64.

They faced Baylor in the
National Championship game,
but Baylor, who defeated LSU
two days earlier, was too tough
for McCallie's club. The Lady
Bears won 84-62, the second
largest blowout in championship history.
"They're hurting a lot right
now," said McCallie of her
players, on ESPN.com, "as we
all are because the season's
over, and it's just a funny feeling to have it be over."
As the clock ticked away in
the second half and the point
differential between the two
teams did not seem to dwindle,
McCallie kept her team in a
half-court 2-3 zone. They put
little pressure on the ball, and
were unable to muster any form
of a comeback. The Lady Bears
won their first national title,
and Michigan State went home
national runner-up.
"In the long run, their players are going to look back and
realize that they were part of
the greatest team ever at
Michigan State and one of the
greatest teams ever," said

Baylor head coach Kim
Mulkey-Robertson.
That team was a group of 15
individuals, all of which were
recruited by McCallie and her
staff. They will graduate just
two seniors and most likely
continue to bring in top recruiting classes.
McCallie did not win the
game on Tuesday night, but she
did make a statement. She
made it clear to Summit, and
Geno
Auriemma,
of
Connecticut, that the elite
coaching fraternity has a new
pledge.
When she was at UMaine,
McCallie's
Black
Bears
reached the top only in her
third year, and they stayed
there, by reaching six straight
NCAA tournaments. Now that
her Spartan team is on top,
there is a good chance that they
will stay there.
At the end of the game
McCallie smiled and shook
hands with Baylor's Robertson.
While disappointed that her
team lost, at age 38, McCallie
knows she will be back.

Scoping out the week in Sports
from class and receiving the bad
news had me thinking about why
the season had to start like this.
Then I started asking myself some
other things, and while you may not
care, I decided to fill this space with
them anyway. Happy reading.
While we're on the Sox topic, I
want to ask one question about
Opening Day: Why the hell did
By Kyle FortInsky
David Wells look like a rookie,
At least I skipped the right class standing
incredulously on the
— If I decided to go to my 12:30mound while the Yankees had their
class and then pass on the 4 p.mway with him? If foreshadows the
class on Tuesday, I might have
rest of his Red Sox career, or even
destroyed my television. It was betsomething he is prone to do in half
ter to watch Matt Clement at least
his starts this season, I fear come
pitch like he cared — unlike David
October it will be the same old wild
Wells on Sunday night — and be card
story.
taken out in a two run ball game,
The season has yet to unfold,
rather than begrudgingly turn away
and even the first week — which
as Derek Jeter's walk-off home run
leaves me sounding like some fare
gave the Yanks their second victory
weather fan — but it's tough to
of the season and the Red Sox a ignore
how much Wells looked like
serious reality check. Getting back he
didn't care. At the same time,

the Yankees couldn't have cared
less too; pounding Wells like a No.
5 starter while their new pitcher, on
the other hand, proved he was
proud of his pinstripes.
Speaking of dynasties, is North
Carolina heading in that dominant
direction? With Sean May returning for his senior season, the bench
as strong as any team in the nation,
and Roy William's recruiting
prowess
—
he has four
McDonald's All-Americans on the
way for 2005-06 that will make an
immediate impact — there is no
excuse for this not to happen. The
Heels rolled through the tournament,and when they finally met the
season-long No. 1 team in Illinois,
the nation saw how good the boys
from Chapel Hill really were. I
know the game went down to the
wire, but that's only because of
Illinois' three-point shooting. The
Illini had no inside presence and

"It's a big difference. The
indoor track is 200 meters and
the outdoor track is 400 meters,"
said Ballinger.
From Page 20
On
the.
men's
side,
Ballinger. "We need to get used Christopher Warren won first
to the outdoor track".
place in the high jump with 1.78
This being only the Black meters and the 100-meter hurBears second outdoor meet, dles in 15.5. Other first place
Ballinger emphasized the differ- winners for the Black Bears
ence between indoor and the were Jesse Ludwig in the triple
outdoor track.
jump with 12.97 meters, Edward

Caron was first in the 1,500meter run in 4:01.36, and
Donald Drake won the 800meter run in 1:54.66.
This meet helped to get the
University of Maine Track and
Field Team prepared for their
upcoming meet Saturday. They
will be competing at UNH
against UNH, the University of
Massachusetts
and
the
University of Rhode Island.

GRAPPLE

There's nothing to do in
this town.

passed the ball around the three
point line all night like it was a hot
potato. Anyone who actually
watched the game witnessed how
dominant Carolina really was.
Raymond Felton clearly outplayed
Dee Brown, and Sean May was a
train wreck inside. With a top-10
pick in next year's NBA draft —
Rashad McCants — doing virtually
nothing all game, the domination
was that much more impressive.
The passion is back for UNC basketball,just in time for a repeat next
season. I have to note that I'm a diehard Duke fan and it pained me to
type this paragraph.
I'm also a Phil Mickelson fan,
and this weekend's Masters tournament should be fun to watch. So, is
Philly Mic ready to defend his title?
If Monday's four-hole playoff victory in the Bell South Classic is any
sign,Lefty should be ready to rip on
Thursday morning's opening round

of this year's first major, and then
finish Sunday in dapper fashion.
Mickelson looks more comfortable
with his swing than in recent memory. As Tiger continues to struggle
— my earlier prediction of Woods
winning two majors this year still
stands — the prospect of a repeat
appears possible. Phil is hitting his
shots straight, reading his putts
well, and looking forward to winning another Green Jacket.
As I write this I have to admit
something: I'm watching the
women's NCAA basketball championship. Baylor looks pretty
tough and leads by 16 with 3 minutes left in the first half. The replay
of the Sox game on NESN just
ended, the Sopranos sixth season
doesn't start until 2009, and Tiny
House hasn't been made into a real
show yet, so do I really have a
choice? I think I'll leave that one
unanswered.
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From Page 20
Procter. UMass added two more
runs in the bottom of the third
and another in the bottom of the
fifth. While UMass slowly built
a 4-0 lead, Maine's bats were
silent.
The Black Bears got on the
board in the top of the sixth.
Dana Grimm would score her
teams only run, unearned. After
successfully reaching base on
her team's first hit, a walk and
an error brought her around for
the score.
Massachusetts added another
run in the bottom of the sixth to
make the score 5-1. Maine's
comeback attempt in the top of
the seventh started and ended
with a single by junior Amy
Kuhl. UMass pitcher Barb
LaFogg struck out Grimm and
Brittany Cheney and Kristie
Hawkins flied out to center field
to end the game.
LaFogg, who was named
Atlantic-10 Pitcher of the Week
for last week, allowed just two
hits and struck out 13 as she
picked up the complete game
win. Maine pitcher Candace
Jeagge pitched the entire game
but gave up eight hits and
allowed five runs, as her record
fell to 1-5.
In the second game Maine
faced Jenna Busa, who took the
circle for the Minuteman. Busa
went the distance and gave up
just one-hit as she picked up the
shutout. She struck out nine of
the 22 batters she faced. Kuhl
recorded the hit, her second in
as many games. Two out of
Maine's three hits on the day
were by Kuhl.
Alexis Pullen started the
game for Maine and went 2 1/3
innings. She gave up six hits and
three runs, as she picked up her
third loss of the season. She is
now 1-3. Sarah Bennis finished
the game for Maine and shut
down UMass, allowing just one
hit and striking out seven. Her
efforts were not enough though,
Maine's bats were quiet and the
Black Bears were shutout.
While Maine remains undefeated at 2-0 in conference play,
the two losses to Atlantic com-
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scored 30 and 83 points higher than
they were seeded to achieve,
respectively. The point difference
is a testament to how the Black
Bears overachieved, and surprised
many teams with their success.
During the banquet,several honors were awarded. Megan Wolters
and Andy Magiera were named
Most Valuable Performers in 200405.
Wolters is a transfer from
Louisiana State, and was a good
pickup for the Black Bears this season. She won the 500-freestyle at
the American East Championship,
breaking her own school record by
swimming 4:59.36.
Magiera
scored points for the UMaine squad
in the 200-IM, 200-freestyle and
200-meter
butterfly at the AEC.
•
Awarded for their dedication to
the sport, Karin Feldman and
Martin Finch each took home the
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CLASSIFIEDS
Hiring
Aced teh SAT, MCAT,
LSAT, or GRE?
Kapalan Test Prep &
Admissions is currntly
seeking energetic presenters at Maine to teach our
courses. If you have ecellent standardized test
scores, give us a call today
at 207-899-0166 or email
Sandra_McIntyre@kaplan.
corn EOE
Classes
UNIVERSITY BARTENDNG CLASSES
START SOON!
1-800-U-CAN-MIX

7 Bedroom House
SCREENPORCH,PARKING,INCLUDES
UT1LS$2275 AVG.pp
$325 469-7839
ORONO -2 br. apts., heat
included, plenty of parking, call 866-3330
ORONO -5 br apt., heat,
hot water, lights, cable
included, call 866-3330
Eff. 1,2,3,4 Br. APTS 5 Br.
house heat +hot water incl.
Orono & Old Town lease
and Depo 827-4561

WWW.UNIVERSITYBARTENDING.COM
SIGN UP NOW!

1,2,3,4,5 bed apts avail.
next school year. Call
Chad: 990-2271

For Rent
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

EYE CONTACT — Sophomore Kate Joseph practices her
swing on Tuesday in the Fieldhouse in preparation for
Wedneday's game at UMass.
petition on Wednesday dropped doubleheader beginning at 1:00
their overall record to 7-16. p.m. on Saturday on Kessock
UMass improved to 13-11-1 on Field. They will play a game at
their season. They have not noon on Sunday to complete the
begun their conference play yet. three game series.
UMaine has never beaten
Hartford is 2-7 and 2-0 in
UMass. The Minutemen have an America East play. The Hawks,
18-0 record against Maine, who were picked to finish sixth
including an 8-5 win over the in the conference this season,
Black Bears last season.
were swept in a two game
UMaine will play its home series on Wednesday by conferopener on Saturday. Hafford ence opponent Albany. The
comes to Orono to take on the Hawks finished 7-12 last year,
Black Bears in the first America and 12-24 overall, good enough
East match-up between the two for sixth place. The top four
teams this season. The Hawks teams make the conference
and the Black Bears will play a tournament.
Switzer Dedication Award honors.
Feldman is a senior international
student from Israel, who placed in
the 100 meter butterfly at the
Conference meet. Finch is a Bangor
native who scored in the 200-IM
for the Black Bears in the same
meet.
The Most Improved Award went
to freshmen Caitlin Tateishi and
Dustin Carrier, who proved themselves in their debut year. Both will
be looked to in the following years
to help the team do as well as they
did in the 2004-2005 season.
The Chandler Comeback Award
was awarded to sophomore Sarah
Gordon and junior Chris Rodway.
Rodway broke both feet the week
before championships, but did not
let the injuries keep him from competing. Gordon was in a car accident in high school and persevered
through shoulder difficulties and
swam her best times of her life this
season.
Freshman Keith Burgie of
Arunel, Maine was fifth in the one
meter diving event with 249 points

and eighth in the three meter diving
event with 345.95 points at the
Conference meet this year, and this
helped him earn the Miller Diving
Award at the banquet.
The Palmer Award for
Academic Excellence was awarded
to student-athletes Maggie Warren
and Justin Alley, who displayed
above-average performances both
in and out of the pool all season.
Captains were also named for
the upcoming season. Seniors
Kristen Riley and Crystie McGrail
will captain the women's team next
season, while senior Barrett
Nichols will hold the reigns to the
men's team. The diving captain
will be Justin Alley.
Coach Wren is excited for next
year's season, but will miss the
graduating seniors.
"We hope to add to all segments
of our program with some new
faces and talent," said Wren. "The
next few weeks will decide the success of our recruiting class. The
anticipation starts and the pool is
waiting."

BAR HARBOR

Summer
appartments Large, clean,
bewly painted 2+3 bedroom. References required.
rents from $1500 per
month. Respond to
peterclifford@verizon.net
New 3BR house in Old
Town heated $1200.
827-4336
Old Town 2BR Apt. No
Pets. 827-7231
3+5 BR Apts 5BR, sleep 6
$1200+Utils 3BR Inclue
Utilities $900 469-7839

Assistance

Got conflict? We can help!
UMaine Mediators, 5812639
Interested in promoting
conflict resolution at
UMaine? 2 work-study
positions for fall 2005.
email or call Barb Blazej
for details, 581-2625

Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.

Join
the
gang
Write for
iMALN,TE

CAMPUS
Sports section.
Contact Matthew Conyers on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1268 for details.
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this weekend. KostacoPoulos
plans to use a pitching by committee approach against CCSU so
that his regular starters are available against Albany.
Those regulars, senior Greg
Creek, junior Greg Norton, and
sophomore Steve Richard, have
given the Black Bears solid starts
and stand at a combined 9-1 this
season.
Last weekend, Norton allowed
just three hits in seven innings of
work in a 5-2 win over Vermont,
and Richard threw seven frames
allowing five hits with eight
strikeout's in a 5-1 win over
Hartford. Creek's scheduled start
against Northeastern was rained
out.
"We had outstanding pitching
.01111111.
said
weekend,"
last
Kostacopoulos. "We let up two
earned runs in 18 innings; it's
hard to lose a game when you're
pitching that well."
Richard, who leads all Black
Bear pitchers with a 1.64 earned
run average and 38 strikeouts,
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STACY ALEXANDER
was named America East Pitcher BIG BALLERS — UMaine baseball began Tuesday's practice with some strength training exercises. The exercises used
of the Week for his efforts against such equipment as free weights,jump
,ropes and weight balls.
Hartford.
The Great Danes of Albany UMaine, playing only 12 games a bit with errors and decisions,
UMaine's relief pitching has than what out they get at what
but that has solidified," said been nearly as strong as their point in the game."
are 6-5 on the season, and were compared to UMaine's 22.
"The more you play, the bet- Kostacopoulos. "We've been hit- starters, with four players seeing
UMaine has been steadily
picked fourth in the America East
all
year, and
preseason coaches poll. Albany ter, so it's a slight advantage," ting the ball well all year, but we most of the action. Junior Scott improving
graduated two members of the all said Kostacopoulos. "It isn't a weren't getting those clutch hits Robinson and sophomore Josh Kostacopoulos says the team is
conference first team last year, dramatic edge, but it helps. At or early runs, and those are com- Zyskowski see the bulk of long exactly where he expected it to be
this point, we're still trying to ing more now. Hopefully, they're relief duty, while junior Troy at this point in the season. The
but returns a strong class.
Martin and freshman Nolan Black Bears advanced to the
"They're returning a good improve ourselves, we're more getting hot at the right time."
nucleus, and they had a very focused on the University of
Junior outfielder Ryan Quintal Boike are used in shorted situa- America East championship
strong recruiting class," said Maine .than .worryigg. about he is UMaine's most potent offen- tions.
game last season, and hope to
Kostacopoulos."They lost a cou- opponent."
"Our bullpen is developing surpass that this season and
sive threat, boasting a .378 batple of pitchers, but if they can
UMaine has seen its play rise ting average with 15 runs batted well," said Kostacopoulos. "The return to the NCAA tournament.
"It's the right time to be winreplace those guys they should be in other areas in recent weeks, in. Creek, who plays infield and most important things aren't the
a tough team."
averaging nearly eight runs per outfield when he's not on the hill, saves or the stats, but the roles. ning games and building confiThis weekend's games will be game over the last five games. is batting .372. Senior catcher Sometimes the most important dence," said Kostacopoulos
Albany's first at home. The Great The Black Bears are also cutting Aaron Izaryk leads the team with inning is the 7th, sometimes it's "Hopefully we'll play well
Danes have had even more trou- down on their errors in the field. 19 runs, and junior outfielder the 9th. They're settling in their Wednesday and roll it right into
ble with the weather than
"Our middle infield struggled Jason Hough has 13 stolen bases. roles, and that's more important the weekend and beyond."
OP

Beyond the Green Jacket: The Beauty of Golf
Stroke
Master

By Matthew Conyers
It's true. I love the long ball.
I love the sight of it hurtling into
the clear blue sky. The thought of it
defying the odds and proving critics
wrong. The beauty of its splendor.
And most of all I admire the sheer
simplicity of its genius.
Oh I do cherish the long ball.
Whether it is has backspin or top
spin doesn't matter. All it needs to
do is hone in on that little yellow
flag on a Sunday afternoon. That's
all it takes and I am hooked.
Yes,that's right tam not talking
about a shot over the Green
Monster. Or a rocket into McCovey
cove. I am talking about that little
white dimpled ball hurdling down a
pristine fairway in the heat of spring
or the wading hours of a summer
evening. I dig the long "golf' ball.
My love for the gentlemen's
game does not stop with the long
drive off the tee. No,my passion for
the game Bobby Jones built runs
deeper than that. It floats back to

those Sunday afternoons spent
watching the likes ofPayne Stewart,
Chi Chi Rodgrieuz, Greg Norman
and my all time favorite Ben
Crenshaw. My lust for the game
comes from my past.
The day I began my love affair
with the world of golf dates back to
one breathtaking moment.
The year is 1995. The day is
Easter Sunday. And the location is
my grandparents living room carpet. I still can remember the lingering smell of cold ham and halfeaten mash potatoes in the air. The
sharp colors on the television
screen are as real and clear as anything I just saw yesterday. Its all
there.
There in that small Naples, Fla.
abode I sat spellbound for five
hours watching every break and
slice of Crenshaw's second
Masters' victory. I felt like the
Karate Kid. Instead of wax on, wax
off,it was waggle right, waggle left.
My father and grandfather had
transformed into the ultimate Mr.
Miyagi, and I had become Ralph
Macchio.In five short hours,I studied the way of the nine iron. I was
a student of Augusta.
I was fascinated with the game.
Golf was tennis on steroids and I
ate it up. If John Fenstein wrote a
book about golf, I was there, if
Kevin Costner swung a drive,I was

watching and if Fuzzy' Zoeller
opened his mouth I was listening.
My favorite of all exercises
came in defending the game. The
older I got, the better my argument
became. At least I thought so.
Anytime someone dared me to step
up to the pedestal and challenge its
title as a sport I decried it as one of
the top five sports. With this year's
Masters beginning, I feel now is as
good as any time to bring these
arguments to the forefront. Let the
debate begin.
The first argument centers
around the mental part of the game,
which I believed stands as a testament to the game's steely toughness. Golf, unlike any other sport,
lives off the pressure. For 18 holes
and four and half hours, there is
nothing but pressure. Every shot
brings with an overwhelming
degree of nerves and excitement.
One false move and you're round
could be destroyed for the day. One
false twist an51 the afternoon
becomes a good walk spoiled.
Everything has to be perfect. And
isn't that what sports is about?
Chasing perfection?
It is the chase and pursuit of golf
that creates more pressure than
other sport. There are no time-outs,
no seventh inning stretches, no
breaks in the motion. Yes,the game
is slow and at times takes longer

than an episode of "The West
Wing," but that is part of its mystique..Through it all, you only have
yourself and your thoughts to rely
on. Yeah,there is the caddie, but he
is like Jason Lee. Just part of the
scenery, the automatic sidekick.
With their thoughts and worries
and everything else rushing
through their heads, golfers must
know how to suppress all their
doubts in attempt at snagging perfection. And they do. That is what
makes it even more impressive and
enchanting. Golfers have ice water
in their veins and in sports that is a
beautiful thing to watch.
My second argument focuses on
the effect of that pressure. Pressure
creates storylines. Amazing, dramatic and enthralling storylines.
Maybe the best. To see this, look
no further then 1986 when Jack
Nicklaus froze the hands oftime. A
46 year-old man beating the likes
of sweet-swinging dynamos,
impossible right. Give me a bleak.
The Golden Bear knew it and
proved it winning his last major in
one of the most memorable sporting events of the last 25 years.
Still need proof of those storylines, how about Jan Van der
Velde's collapse in the '99 British
Open? I will never look at a stream
on a golf course the same way
again. Or how about Payne

Stewart's U.S Open victory at
Pinehurst on a ascending 21 foot
putt to beat a younger, crisper Phil
Mickelson. How about the fact that
on any given four days, some
unknown mini-golf expert could
shock the world? Ben Curtis, Rich
Beem, Shaun Micheal, and Todd
Hamilton. Recognize the names?
Its okay if you don't, most wouldn't. They have all won Major's in
the last three years and they were all
extreme underdogs. Golf loves the
underdog and better yet, it allows
them the stage.
This point is best proven when
observing what occurred last year at
The Masters. Revisiting the scene
still brings back the same magic
and goose bumps. What unfolded
on God's own personal freeway at
Augusta will never be forgotten but
those who watched it. In Arnold
Palmer's legendary last Masters, it
was Phil Mickelson who forever
etched his legacy on the game.
Conquering Ernie Els in what was
one of the 20 best sporting events I a
have ever seen, Mickelson vanquished a streak of 42 winless
majors. You couldn't be anything
but happy for golf's own version of
the Boston Red Sox: That's what
these storylines do — they make
you feel. Golf is human drama at its
finest.
Like I said, I love the long ball.
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Untouchable?
Sox tag Rivera
again
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Black Bears grapple with talented Wildcats
Women's track team snags win against UNH, while men fall in first home meet of the season
By Joel Crabtree
Staff Writer
In their second outdoor meet
of the season, the only home
meet so far, the University of
Maine women's track and field
team defeated the University of
New Hampshire. The men's
squad, was not so lucky. The
UMaine women's team scored
97 points, beating UNH, who
scored 81 points, while the men
suffered a 100-74 loss to the
Wildcats.
The meet, which was held at
UMaine, had been moved from
Saturday due to poor weather.
The team's last meet was at the
Naval Academy, where the
men's team placed second out of
four teams, and the women's
team finished third out of four
teams.
Micralyn Wiechman and
Silvia Scaldaferri both greatly
contributed to the victory by
winning multiple events for the
women. Wiechman won the
women's discus with a throw of
38.66 meters and shot put of
12.15 meters. Scaldaferri took
home wins in the long jump with
5.36 meters and the 200-meter
dash, crossing the finish line at
26.81.
Other first place winners
were Stephanie McCusker in the
Triple Jump with 10.57 meters
and Erin Hatch in the High Jump
with 1.55 meters.
Heather Jovenelli snatched
first in the 1,500 meter run with
4:52.71.
"It's our second meet, so it
gives us a chance to see how fast
we can run," Jovenelli said.
Kathryn Souviney won the
100-meter hurdles with a time of
14.63, and Hana Pelletier won
the 800-meter in 2:18.37.

Minutemen
conquer UM
in afternoon
doubleheader
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
softball team suffered two losses Wednesday afternoon. Both

Softball
hands of
at the
came
Massachusetts-Amherst in a
doubleheader between the two
teams.
In the first game the
Minutemen scored first in the
bottom of the second, when a
sacrifice fly by short stop Hilary
Pugila brought home Lauren
See CONQUER on Page 18
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GOING THE DISTANCE — Edward Caron sprints to the finish line in the 1,500 meters during Tuesday's home track meet.
Caron won the 1,500 meters with a time of 4:01.36. The Black Bears competed against UNH.
The women also took first in
the 4 by 400 meter relay with a
time of 4:13.30. The team consisted of members Lindsay
Burlock, Hana Pelletier, Heather
Groder, and Lorelai Von Tagen.

Head coach Jim Ballinger
was pleased with the performance and happy that his team got
to work on the outdoor track
more.
"I thought the individuals did

quite well. I'm happy with it,
it's great to get on our outdoor
track more," Ballinger said.
Ballinger has confidence in
his team, and doesn't believe
they need to improve, but rather

UMaine hopes to continue win streak
By Matthew Williams
Staff Writer
This time of year isn't easy for
the University of Maine baseball
team. Northern New England's

See GRAPPLE on Page 16

Swim squads
finish year up
with annual
award banquet
By Micheal Dabrieo
For The Maine Campus

Baseball
winter hasn't yet given way to
spring, and the Black Bears have
battled cold, rain and snow in trying to juggle their practice schedule.
But the Black Bears now have
21 games under their belts, and
have won 8 of their last 11 games
and are finally starting to hit their
stride.UMaine has won their last
four games.
"It takes a while to get that continuity of playing, but we seem to
be getting it," said UMaine head
coach Paul Kostacopoulos."We're
starting to put the pieces together."
UMaine played a double
header at Central Connecticut
State Wednesday picking up two
victories. The first game saw the

fine-tune things.
"We don't need to improve
so much as we need to adjust and
get things together," said

The Black Bears travel to
upstate New York to take on the
Albany Great Danes in their first
America East action of the year

The University of Maine men's
and women's swimming and diving
teams held their end-of-season banquet on Sunday.
The Black Bears had a successful season this year with the women
boasting a fourth place finish at the
conference meet in February, while
the men placed sixth.
"On the whole we were very
happy with our season," UMaine
head coach Jeff Wren said. "In a
post championship analysis-one
could make a fair argument that we
swam better than most other teams
at the meet."
The men's and women's teams

See HOPES on Page 19
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LUNGE WALK — Freshman Frank Pesanello covers first
base during baseball practice on Tuesday afternoon.
Black Bears snatch a decisive 81 win. In the second game,
UMaine conquered the Blue
Devils with a 4-3 score. As of
press time, the statistics for the
game were not available.

